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Popular IS U Student Killed In Leap From Dorm
1

Morris Hoping
For Victory In
Nov. 2 Run-Off

Coed Dies In Plunge
1st From The Sixth Floor

After winning a run-off spot
The Tennessee State univer- in a fall from the sixth-story
as candidate for councilman
sity studeiat body in Nashville window of the Women's Resifrom District Seven, Charlie
was thrown into a state of dent Center at Tennessee State
F. Morris, Sr., predicted that
shock last Thursday afternoon University. Officials of the
he would pick up enough votes
after one of the school's most university's
health
services
from the losers to win easily on
popular students killed herself verified that Miss Gilliam had
Nov. 2.
in a leap from a sixth floor vin- been under psychiatric care at
Mrs. Alma Morris, campaign
dow of a dormitory.
Meharry Medical College and
manager for her husband, said,
The victim was Miss Sonia was apparently doing all right."
"I would like to thank everyElaine Gilliam, head majorette Metro Homicide investigator
one for their votes and express
and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Holt ruled the death a
my appreciation to those workJoe W. Gilliam, Sr.
suicide, t.nd explained that
ers in the wards and precincts
Her father was assistant to Miss Gilliam had undergone
of Dixie, Clayboni and Foote
the head football coach and 'psychiatric treatments earlier
Homes, Klondyke and the downdefensive coach for the team. this year for a ''depressive retown area for their support. I
Miss Gilliam. a 20-year-old action."
would like for them to keep SUICIDE VICIIM — Miss
dormitory
w i ndow
last
honor
student, died from head He said a short while before
working for Morris, a candidate Sonia E. Gilliam posed for
Thursday afternoon. She
who has lived in the area for her yearbook picture last
was said to have become and internal injuries only sec- she leaped from the window,
20 years and who did not move year with Obie McKenzie,
despondent over an inci- onds after plummeting to the she had learned that some of
in to qualify as a candidate." who was Student Council
dent related to her duties ground from a window of the the majorette uniforms had
been misplaced, and as head
as head majorette in charge Women's Resident Center,
Mr. Morris said, "If I am president at the time. The
Dr. Walter S. Davis, president •:iajorette in charge of issuing
of uniforms.
elected I will work for better popular Miss Gilliam died
of Tennessee Add State univer- uniforms she apparently beconditions for all people, re- in a leap from a six-floor
sity, released this statement in came depressed.
gradless of race, creed or
;connection with the death of the It was reported that four stucolor."
popular co-ed: "Miss Sonia Gil- dents in the dormitory saw
Among the programs he says
liam, a senior student from
he will work for are better
(See Page 2)
Nashville. was fatally injured
recreational facilities, such as
parks, playgrounds and museums; improved streets where
MEMPHIAN IN VIETNAM
security for the next day's
Bang as he works with Viet- necessary; better service at
—Staff Sergeant George W. MEDCAP. He is a medical
namese medical specialists. John Gaston hospital; at less Five young men, ranging in carry her home to their chilages from 18 to 22. were ar- dren, and the youth pulled a
Walker of Memphis makes
advisor and a familiar
cost: equal job opportunities; raignett
in City Court on Mon- knife and forced her into an
a last minute check on
figure to villagers of Trang
annexation of Walker Homes day
after two young women automobile where the four,
and Whitehaven.
described how they had been others were waiting.
calls for the military to provide Also the elimination of police forced
into automobiles and The victim said
that she;
protection
of
brutality
and the
security while the civilian aid
driven to the Forest Hill ceme- pleaded with
the boys to let! A 34-year-old man and his During the heated argument
agencies help the people build small businesses; the eradica- tery
where they were raped on her go, and said
that she flair 22-year-old girl friend were which followed, Miss Brooks
their economy, government and tion of slums; creation of jobs
separate nights.
recently had an operation, butl charged with murder in the broke the bottom off of a
public service programs.
for person over 55; more in- One
of the incidents occurred they refused and
one used a death of a woman last Sunday' beer bottle and stabbed Miss
In Trang Bang District, the dustry and less juvenile delin- on Saturday
night, Sept. 30, flashlight to see if she
improvement
was1 morning who was supposed tol Thomas just below her neckline.
Military did their job so well quency, and the
while the latest one happened
II FIELD FORCE VIETNAM'VC force has been whittled'that now the civilian
be his legal wife, according to! Instead of rushing the womprograms of educational facilities in all last Friday night, and ended telling the truth.
(10) Long Binh — in 1965 the down to squad and smaller put in
The attractive young womani the Sheriff's Department.
an to the hospital or calling an
the driver's seat. sections of the community.
when officers arrived on the said that the car was
American advisory in Vietnam groups.
driven tol
ambulance, Miss Brooks and
Throughout the District, small
The victim wns Miss Louise
scene and arrested Charles Forest Hill cemetery,
celebrated its first anniver- The District Senior Advisor critage shops
Sherrod carried the victim io
where
have been reThomas,
24,
Felton,
of
3500
20.
of
Weaver rd.;their home
831 E. Waldorf. she was raped by all five of
sary in the program of placing Is a civilian; Staff Sergeant opened. In one
at Walk rd. where
village, almost
Held and charged with murder
Picked out of a line-up along the young men and beaten
advisory teams at the District George W. Walker, Jr., of the
in
Ishe reportedly died at 8 a.m.
entire population works
were
Miss
with
Frances
Felton
as
Marie
the
five
i
who
level in Vietnam. When one of Memphis, Tenn., is the Medical producing
the face.
Sunday.
k it chen
knives,
Brooks and J.C. Sherrod of
had assaulted the first woman After the fifth youth
the advisors was asked to sum Advisor. He is the son of
had
; The victim had been dead
hatchettes. and balance scales.
were Tommy Lee Morgan-,Jr. criminally assaulted her, the 1008 Walk rd.
up his year's experience, he George Walker, Sr.. of 518
for two hours before the Sher22. of 1571 Carlton; Dennis Earl victim said that one of the Capt. A.C.
replied. "It was a great, year, Buntyn st. and husband of Mrs. In a nearby village, the local
Gillis, head of iff's Department was called at
Priest
is
teaching
rabbit
ranchespecially the three times that Carla Walker of 2435 Douglas
Page. 19, of 745 Cella; Andrew boys told the others to get the the Homicide Division
of the 10.
ing. Animal husbandry and
a Vietnamese regiment had to ave.
Lee Thomas of 973 Doris and shovel out of the car, and in- Sheriff's office, said
that Sher- Miqs Brooks admitted that
crop
production
is
on
the
rise.
help us fight our way into the Until recently, the U.S. miliUlysses Brown of 401 Lucy, formed her that she was going rod and Miss
Thomas were she was the one who had stabDistrict."
tary and civilian USAID ad- Trang Bang itself ._.ven has a
both 18.
to be killed and buried in the parked in,a car on the grounds bed Miss Thomas. Both Miss
Times have changed. So visory efforts were loosely co- popsicle factory.
A man. sought in connection The first victim described cemetery.
of the Weaver Elementary Brooks and Sherrod were chargmuch in fact that in the Dis- ordinated. Today, the two ef- With the preserrc of ARVN
Friday how she was walking along the At this time, she said, one of school about 4 a.m. Sunday. ed with first degree murder
shooting
last
a
with
and
US battalions operating in
trict of Trang Bang, 30 miles forts are closely woven into a
night of a victim who later died, street when one of the boys the boys spoke up and said across from the Walk rd. on Monday.
northeast of Saigon, the strong single team. The basic plan the area for the past year, the-i
main road to Saigon is heavily surrendered to police with his came up to her and asked her that he was not going alongi address where Sherrod and Capt. Gillis said that Sherrod
with the idea, and that he. Miss Brooks lived, when Miss has claimed that he and Miss
traveled by commercial traffic. attorney shortly after noon on to come and get in a car.
But until recently the District Sunday and was charged with She said that she told him was going to be a participant; Brooks came to the car and,Thomas were married recently,
that she was waiting for her
began
arguing
with
Miss but the report has not been
was cut in two by a bridge murder.
(See Page 2)
Jesse Thomas McNeal, 35, husband to pick her up and
1 TOMas
h
erified
Memphis businessman and that a Negro is in line for the blown by the VC in 1963. To- of 699 Hanley at.. disappearday
that
bridge
has
been
rechairman of the Unity League, $14,000 a year police post.
ed after he shot Robert Lee
0.Z. Evers denied rumors that The owner of a successful built and the road rebuilt to Dean of 854 Baltimore st. in
he is to fill the vacancy left by termite control company, Mr. handle light vehicles even dur- the stomach about 9 p.m. on
retiring Fire and Police com- Evers has served on the Chica- ing the rainy season.
after the two had
Sergeant Walker is a familiar Friday night
missioner Claude Armour.
argued while standing in front
go police force for five years. sight
to the villagers of Trang
"At this time I would not "The two daily papers are dooi a cafe at 2617 Carnes.
Bang as he travels about the
take the position" Evers said. ing everything they can to
Dean was carried to John
countryside working with the
Gaston hospital where he died
Mr. Evers said the daily defeat Mayor Ingram," he said.
Vietnamese medical specialist. at 3.50 a.m.
on Saturday mornpress is involved in a scheme "I was offered two other jobs
In his travels he sees the ing.
to defeat the mayor by scaring and declined them both," 'le
numerous signs of progress: At a special
hearing on Sunwhite voters with the rumod claimed.
bridges, market places, road day, Judge
Bernie Weinman
repair, schools.
set bond for McNeal at $5,000.
The number of projects completed and underway would
make impressive reading . . .
if statistics told the story. But
Last week, during one of he takes a strong man to repre- as those who work and live
most crucial and historic elec- sent and stand firmly for ALL with the Vietnamese in the NEW YORK, N Y — A
tion periods that has faced the OF THE PEOPLE OF THE outlying
c o u ntryside
know direct-line telephone to the
"Figures on a chart will never USO Times Square Center in
Memphis populace since the'COMMUNITY.
refuse to harbor a VC or tell Manhattan has been installei
days of Reconstruction, every
registered voter was given an This is an era when indivi- us of his plans. Only a man at the Trans World Flight
duals are deeply concerned who is convinced that
peace Center at John F. Kennedy
opportunity to vote and MAKE!
about quality and the days of and progress lies with the International Airport for the
HIS VOTE COUNT. In spite of
"You vote tor me and get Government will do that." Or convenience
of Armed Forces
tremendous opposition, with no
your folk to do the same, and I put it more simply, "a man personnel
a r riving
at or
support from the City's Radio,
will give you a top position" who has something to lose, passing through
the
TWA
Television and many of the supare over. Whoever is qualified has something to fight for." passenger terminal.
posed leaders in the Negro comfor any appointment under any
munity, Incumbent Mayor Wilmayor should definitely be
liam B. Ingram, Jr., won a
given the opportunity. No matchance with the chips down
ter what efforts are being made
for re-election in the November
to impress it upon the mind.;
2 Run-Off.
of the citizens of this great
We, at the Tri-State Defender, Metropolis of the South, that
before making our ENDORSE- our candidate for mayor would
P a tterson-For-Council- conducting campaign activities
MENT, weighed carefully and engage in political practices The
Committee
man
says it plans to stay at least 100 feet from
representative
of a political
objectively all angles involving
all of the candidates in the machinery, they should oe to file a complaint with the the polling area. "Miss Sexton's
Commission charg- conduct and activities becam.;
Mayor's race. Our decision to over-ruled. Do not allow youc- Election
endorse Mayor Ingram meant selves to be the victim
of ing supporters of Charlie Mor- so bad that a representative
that we planned whole-heartedly shrewd political maneuvering. ris engaged in repeated viola- from the election commissi
tions of election laws last Thurs- and the police were called to
to give him OUR SUPPORT. We. as voters must
be alert
the voting place in Ward 21-1,
This we did and statistiscally and face the facts. We must not day.
The Committee charges that Vollentine Baptist Church,"
we were the only form of mass- forget the things that we
have the conduct and activities of spokesman said.
media who carried the Ingram fought so hard to achieve.
We a Morris supporter, Mrs. Katie The situhtion was such thit
banner.
can not afford to under-estimate Sexton, was not in keeping with Mr.
Patterson was joined by
We felt strongly then and Mr. Ingram's ability to make the letter or spirit of laws several of the other candidats.;
a p pointmen!s governing the conduct of elec- including 0.W. Pickett and E.T.
we feel even more strongly now unquestionable
TOPS IN DISTRICT SIX —
gratulated by
his ca Tipton. Mrs..1 Eudora TribJones, Miss
Sharron
that Mr. Ingram is the man and unobjectionable decisioas tions.
Hunt.
Workers for Rev.
L.
pa ign manager. Rev. C. M.
when he is representing ALL Mrs. Sexton, while acting in Mr. Pickett
WE want to fill the position
ble, Mrs. Ann Tracy and
Jewel Dixon, Miss Joyce
remained at this
Lee. Others on front row
mayor. He, a man of convic- OF THE PEOPLE regardless the role of poll watcher for Mr. one poll for about five hours. Netters, candidate for counMrs. Rosie B. Pearson.
Finley, Mrs. Evelyn Hays,
cilman from District Six,
are little Miss Pearson,
tions, of integrity, of honesty, of race, creed, color or na- Patterson's opponent "malici
Commission flash the "V" for Victory
The
Election
Or
fourth
row
are,
same
Miss Clara Bennett and
Annie
Miss
Jones.
Mrs.
of EXPERIENCE, and of FAIR- tional origin.
ously and flagrantly conductM was called a second time aftlr sign after Rev. Netters
Mary
Taylor,
Charles
Lou
order,
Rev.
John
Patterson
Smith.
John
Charles
NESS. has given the city of November 2 will be the test- campaign activities for Morris Mrs. Sexton violated an agreens revealed as the top
Dabney and Rev. H.O.
Coleman, Charles Marshall
C. M. Lee expressed his
Memphis a representative check ing day for ALL voters. Can within and immediately adja- ment that had been made by
vote getter in the His.
Kneeland. On second row
Committee chairman; Mrs.
appreci,ition for vmers who
and balance system in our city the citizens of Memphis con- cent to the polling area," the all of the candidates in the trict,
but faces a runoff
Mrs. Nettie Rogers
are
!della Bowdrie, Rev. James
helped Rev. Netters reach
government. Not only has he sciously deny a man who is committee claimed.
presence of the election com- Nov. 2 with Cuba S. Johnand Mrs. J. L. Netters, wife
Sullen and Julius Pugh.
the tap spot in the run-off
been a strong Mayor, but he
representative,
The law requires persons pos- mission
the son. Rev. Netters. second
of the candidate. On third
On back row, from left,
(See Page 2)
said he is confident of
and
has been a strong man. And it
?ssing campaign material or committee claimed.
from left, is being con.
row. from left, are James
are Eddie Perkins, Miss
yictory on Nov. 2.

Woman Accuses Five
Youths In Rape Case

Memphian Is Medical
Advisor In Vietnam

Murder Victim's Body
Found In Rival's Home

'
Man Wanted
In Slaying

Surrenders

Evers Police Commissioner?

ea ,puar ers

uist.

J.L.N ETTE RS
*

Ingram Has A Chance

TWA

Petice Called To Poll
n Kiondike Community
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Brooke Feels
Detroit Pulse;
Fears More Riots

Miss. Governor Hopeful
In Bid For Negro Votes

JACKSON, Miss. — Rubel Mississippi attempts "to play Mississippians is so dominant
Phillips, Mississippi's Republi- bag game for the rewards of that it is utterly unrealistic to
can candidate for governor, is
material progress with only half except any significant progress
making the most open bid for
in auch vital fields as education,
Negro votes of any statewide of its team on the field."
economic development and Fedcandidate In modern state Phillips urged a "Rebuilding eral-state relations until we
history.
have brought the race issue out
of Communciations and cooperaDETROIT — "Time is run- orders, Brooke told a news
It's a ,. calculated risk, but one
in the open and begun-at least
tion
between
the
responsible
ning out" on America's Negro conference it will "take a
that Phillips apparently feels
with it effectiveleadership of- both races" and begun-to deal
problem said Seri Edward W. massive effort similar to the
he must take if he is to defeat warned that
racial demonstra- ly," he said.
Brooke, R., Mass., after tour- Marshall Plan after World
the Democratic nominee, Con- tions and
boycotts would only
ing Detroit's riot-torn areas We' II to make a dent" on
He lashed out at all law breakgressman John Bell Williams, impede proeress.
as a member of President urban problems.
ers and promised "immediate,
a hard-line segregationist, in th
Johnson's Advisory CommisNov. 7 general election.
But at the same time he noted decisvie action" if elected again
Brooke met with Michigan
sion on Civil Disorders
who
Phillips,
a
42-year-old
Jackson
nothing
could be gained by anyone, regardless of race,
Gov. George Romney at a
laws.
the
violates
attorney,
hasn't
turned
his
back
"interference with a Negroe's
Brooke expressed fear ef closed-door session for more
on the white vote or broken right to vote, by threatening his
"retaliatory measures against than 11
/
2 hours but declined
completely with traditioin
children's safety, or by long.
SECRET PRAYEk
conditions again," and con to comment on their discus"By
p p rsonal
upbringing practiced legal, financial and
FORMULA CHAR'i
cern over, the failure of Con- sion. He told newsmen Romand conviction, I favor segrega- vebal abuses."
gress to do more to help ney's political career suffered
PSYCHO-PHYSICAL
tion of the races," he explainsolve the plight of the nation's only slight damage when he
PRAYER TEMPLE
ed in opening his campaign "It is a fact that Negroes in
Negroes.
declared himself a brainwashMississippi, with very few ex- Send for
that
"But
I
know
last
week.
Free Daily Blessings. How
ing victim in Vietnam.
Detroit's
touri ng
After
whether a policy of segregation ceptions, do not produce as to get what you want through this
riot-torn areas as a member of "You can't tell about poliprevails or a policy of integra- much as whites. It is also a now way of Prayer. My Prayers are
President Johnso n's Ad- tics," Brooke said. "The retion is forced upon us, really fact that Negroes as a group being sent out end blessings are
visory Commission on Civil Dis- mark could work to Gov.
does not alter the historic, basic never have had a chance to coming In. Mall stamped, selfaddressed envelops to Rev. C.
Romney's advantage as well
interdependence of the Missis- produce as much as whites.
as his disadvantage. At any
sippi white and the Mississippi, "The influence of race upon. Forster, P. 0. lox 56, St Albans,
New York 11412.
Negro."
rate, the 1968 campaign will be
'the thoughts and actions of ,
based on issues,"
Phillips said the race issue s _ _
(Continued From Page 1)
has long hung like "a broodBrooke, who reversed his
Now
cloud" over the state, reing
chained to the civic responsibil- position on the war after tourthe
ity of serving ALL in the com- ing Vietnam last march sad REMEMBER LE MOYNE—
mica] Company, 5050 Poplar lege, Dr. Hollis F. Price, tarding the development of
SHOWING!
economy and human resour.
munity and not just one se g- 'he "reluctanly" endorsed Pre
Avenue, prepares $600 check looks on. Argico is a diviD.W. DeVaney, director of
ces.
sion of Continental Oil Com4
ment, the opportunity to be re- sident J o hnson's continued
to be presented to LeMoyne
personnel and industrial reHe argued that the race
pany.
elected?
No, because this! military pressure against the
as the president of the collations for the Agrico Che
question is the most important
would be a lachrymose situi- communists
as the sunest
one facing Mississippi voters
non. And no matter how bitter way to peace.
and says it's time whites "cast
be,
we (black or white) may
aside all those old, worn-out
our decision should be to elect "But," he said, "I'm came
phony excuses" and help Nea man who will serve ALI ing no brief for the President
willingly. of 1964."
sentence
jail
Lufive-day
Martin
become productive citiDr.
—
groes
ATLANTA
never!
President
has
The
of the People.
small price to pay,ee The court refused to recoil zens.
"It
is
a
that
charged
me."
Jr.
brainwashed
King
ther
Let us, the entire citizenrs
its he said, because the contempt sider its June 12 decision up- Every state he says, has some
vote to keep Memphis on the Brooke declined to give his , the Supreme Court "turned
appeal
to
reaI conviction stemmed from a holding the contempt convic- unproductive people but only
an
I hack on
move. Let us not be swayed full-fledged
te'sc-" by declining to recoil- 'movement that gave Negroes tions of King and seven other
endorsement
by those factions who "play it Romney, an unannounced cancivil rights demonstrators who
contempt conviction and indeed all Americans the
big" to make us feel that Mr. didate for the GOP presidenn it Eider his
were sentenced to five days in
Ac
Rights
Civil
monumental
his
serve
would
but added he
Ingram is only for one group .
all and fined $50 in Birming- The Women's Western Golf
of people and that he is incom- tam, Ala, for violating a local Association announced Monday
antiparade order on Easter
petent in making decisions that
it will discontinue its annual
Sunday, 1963.
would affect the community aKing charged the Supreme open championship effective
a whole. If we are going to be
Court "has turned its back on immediately.
politically minded, we will have
A,defending the group that in- w auld do anything within your Ian appeal to reason and the
MERIDIAN, Miss. —
to recognize him as both MAN
law power to help the government most
fundamental
freedom The tournament, played this
AND MAYOR. And it must be federal court judge blastedIcludes four Mississippi
chieftan
militant
and
a
se-lofficers
for
the
all
Americans should i year in Pekin, Ill., has been
lawyers
defense
in this else wouldn't you?" that
admitted that it takes quality
Cox then interrupted before cherish."
held
annually
since
1930.
and "guts" to be a man. This!coact time Tuesday. charginglof the Ku Klex Klan.
"badger-1
ularly
itnes could reply
re
The Nobel Peace Prize win- Among its winners were such
were
th
ey
MAYOR.
'
makes for a better
Buckley in ,h.
ted
terru
i
D
Co
ins" Negro witnesses in the
as
Babe
Didrickson
Ernest Monday, shortly after an ner said he would return toIstars
questionni , of
Birmingham to serve the time'Zaharias, Patty Berg, Louise
trial of 18 white men accus- his
th,1
1A1nh' all white jury was chosen
33
C
urtin,
1
ed of conspiring to kill three
officials orderiSug,gs, and Mickey Wright.
'cal
whenever lo
Miss.. Negro who in 1964iin the trial. Cox broke into him to _do so
civil rights workers.
projects
rights
defense
civil
of
worked on
questioning
:the
"I shall willingly and in clear The Women's Western board
1r1 iE01:S,LIN
MIRIScH 1;01,iJ( llU
Ware and conscience go to jeil along with of s'irectors sail it believed it
dinn't invite you to had. with the three vietims -- l attorney Laurel
Page
1)
From
(Continued
ger the witness," U.S. Dis-I Michael Schwerner. Andrew warned him against "badger- my colleagues in Birmingham could best further women's golf
Judge
Harold Goodman and James Chaney. ing" another Negro witness. to make a witness for my basic by continuing only its amateur
Court
in the murder of a woman withItrict
sharply
to
Travis
Cox
said
Ware had asked The Rev, beliefs," King said.
small children. The boys left
and junior championships.
people were good
Buckley, one of 12 attorneys "These
Charles Johnson whether he
the woman in the cemetery.
Buckley
yours?"
friends ot
to
and Schwerner had tried
The second victim told how and it grieves you
asked.
get "young male Negroes to
she had just gotten off a bus.
that they are dead?" Curtin
sign a statement they would
both
affirmative
at the corner of Vance and
the
- replied in
rape one white woman a
Lauderdale last Friday night
ti m es.
week" during the summer of
and was walking down Vance
"and you 1964.
continued.
Buckley
to
her
when Felton walked up
and forced her at knife point
to get into an automobile, and
while another boy drove, criminally assaulted her in the back
of the vehicle.
to -Who's Who Among Students
(Continued From Page 1)
She said that the boy promised
American Colleges and Uniin
on
car
of
the
out
let
her
to
Miss Gilliam sitting on the
Florida st., but that she .sa
window sill and tried to per- , versities" during her junior
a police car and tried to
suade her to came back inside year, she was a vice president
scream for help, and was
just before she -became limp" of the band and a university
forced to lie on the floor of the
and rolled out to her death counselor. Miss Gilliam was a
member of Delta Sigma Theta
car.
Funeral services for the co-ed!
JAMAICA, N.Y. — A JaSorority
The victim said that the car
were scheduled to be held on
was driven to Forest Hill ceme- maica resident who is a
Monday.
Aside from her parents. she
veteran
of
the
civil
rights
youth
Felton
the
tery where
movement,
has
A native of Steubenville, Ohio, is survived by two brothers,
advanced a
criminally assaulted her a secproposal calling on fellow Miss Gilliam was a senior' Craig Gilliam, 22. and Joe W.
ond time, and then with
white Americans to adopt majoring in Spanish. Namedi Gilliam, Jr., 17.
her
forced
knife at her throat
a new approach to solving
to commit an unnatural act.
A short while late'', she said problems of the Negro which
that she saw a car being driven . he calls a concept of "Selfdown the nearby street. and Interest Not Stupidity".
Peter Seitz, an active leadshe broke from Felton's grasp,
ran into the street in front of er of the Jamaica Branch of
the car at the same time that the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored
he caught up with her.
She said that the car stopped. People for 15 years, said in
and the driver got out and putting forth his "Self-Inasked what was wrong. Felton, terest Not Stupidity" concept,
she said, Old the man that that "white people must learn
she was his wife and that he to think and believe that
every extra dollar, every
should not interfere.
When the man lingered, she educational enrichment, evsaid Felton told the man thats ery advancement by black
his gang would get him if he people benefits rather than
interfered, and the man drove harms white people".
off. A few minutes later the
"America does not need a
police arrived and Felton was professionnl or political doarrested on the scene.
gooder approach to the black
All of the defendants were man,
however
well-intenrepresented in City Court by tioned", declared Mr. Seitz.
attorneys.
"Neither does America need
Judge Bernie Weinman set a
number of clergymen
Stop and think. When was the last time you saw an overstated roll of bills?
bond for Felton at $10,000 and preaching to an indifferent
bond for Brown at $2,500. Page, congregation about equality.
The kind people used to describe as "big enough to choke a horse?"
Thomas and Morgan's bonds fairness and brotherhood of •
were set at $3,500 each.
man",
Today,thanks to BankA mericard, bulging bankrolls are out.

Ingram

hue DA ISY

King Raps Top Courts Decision

"They're going to pin something
on that smartcop from Philadelphia...
maybe a medal...
maybe a murder."

Discontinue Open

Judge Raps'Badgering'At Miss. Trail

SIDNEY POITIER ROD STEIGER

Rape

•"IN Tk WATOfTIE NIGHT"

JAMAICAN LEADER

Seeking
Coed
New Race
Approach

Dies In Plunge

It made the
big fat bankroll
obsolete.

HOEHN HAS GOT IT!

can save

After all,
why should anyone carry cash. when shopping with Bank Americard is so
much
safer and handier, and provides instant credit besides?

by dialing

BankAmericard is honored by over 2,500 Mid-South businesses,so there's
never any problem finding the product or service you want.
It's accepted nation-wide by airlines, motels,restaurants and others,
so it's an ideal traveling companion. And,unlike other major credit
cards,there's
no sign-up fee with BankAmericard. Or use-fee, either, if you pay
your
statement within 25 days.

distance direct

TWO BEST PEACES TO GET—
MORE CAR FOR YOUR MONEY!
fir
80111'm

instead ofcalling

Pick up;, BankAmericard application form at any participating merchant
or
First National office. It'll take a load off your mind. And your wallet, too.
BankAmericani,another people service from First National Bank.

person

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF MEMPHIS
Mar...1 /0.41” •01. (wow,

;trips.;
•*4-

You get the low station-to-station rates.

367 Un.on
527 4471
7969 Summ.,
323-5594

Southern Bell
•••••••••••~611
.
6.0.1WIIIMMININIS•IMMO
04110111111114~10111110hoOresmomme 1....C.1011106

4
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Help The Negro Go
The traveling Negro is on his
way.
Why can't we help him go?
He may approach you any
day.
Why drive hime from your
door?

name
If it is the will of God.

He's trying to climb the hill
of fame,
Where many others trod.
Please help the Negro win a

The traveling Negro is on his
way.
Don't let him make a flop.
Remember the great poet
once said.
There is always room at the
top.
—By MINNIE WALLACE

Tick-tock...tick-tock...
TO OPEN NEW STORE —
S. L. Jones, left, has announced plans for the opening of a new supermarket
in the Walker Homes corn-

LeMOYNE'S HONOR LINE
—Alpha Kappa Mu National
Honor Society mer-hers at
LeMoyne attend a reception

following the college's annual Honors Convocation.
Left to right: Mardest Van
Hooks, hostess; James

minty at 315 W. Mitchell
rd. With him is his son,
Rufus E. Jones, who will
manage the new store.

Jones To Open Boy Scout Troop
Supermarket Attends Camporee
In Walker Area

The Boy Scouts of Troop 150
of West Memphis, Ark. spent
Robinson, Dorothy J. MorMary
H o Imes, Herbert
three days at the Fall Campogan, Jacqueline Johnson,
Olivera of Kentucky State
S.L. Jones, who has operated ree held Sept. 29-Oct. 1 at
Barbara J. Wilson, Georgia
College, convocation speak- Jones' Supermarket at 3637
Clarkdale, Ark.
Anderson, Anita E. Curry,
er, and Katherine Turner, Sewanee rd, far twenty-nine
hostess.
and a half years, has com- It was the first big event
pleted final arrangements to for the scouts since they were
open another supermarket at
appointed new unit leaders.
315 W. Mitchell rd. in the
Walker Homes community.
The leaders are Jackson L.
scoutma ster;
Washington,
Said Mr. Jones, "This is
merely an expansion of the James E. Royal, and Willie Ed
services and operations that Roberts, Jr., assistant scoutpeople have come to expect masters.
of Jones' Supermarket, which
includes guaranteed merchan- The troop placed second in
Class officers at LeMoyne Phyllis Jackson, 'Miss UNCF' dise at prices people are willing the Fall Camporee and won
to pay."
for 1967-68 were announced this contestant.
first place for the All Negro
week by Myron Lowery, presiDistrict in Crittenden County.
•
The
cornnew
store will be a
FRESHMEN—Charles Taylor
dent of the college's student
plete supermarket designed to
I president; Paige Parker, vice
satisfy all of the community's
council.
president; Mary Baptist, secre- grocery needs.
SENIORS—Robert Dye, presi:tary; Ann Cheatham, assistant
dent; Howard Averyhart, vice secretary; Mary Glover, treas- The Mitchell road store will
be managed by Rufus E. Jones, The governing board of Lepresident; Yvonne Glason and urer; Rita Baptist and Faye
son of S.L. Jones, who has Moyne College's student center
Patricia Person, student coun- Elder, student council repre- had many years of experience is planning Sunday evening
jazz shows, beginning this Suncil representatives; Beverly sentatives; Calvin
Colerian. in the grocery business,
day, Oct. 15, from 5 to 7, in
Cheatam, t r easurer;
Josie chaplain, and Lois Williams. The new store will be opened the little Theatre. Contestants
Henley, secretary; Essie Mur- business manager.
as soon as it is remodeled and in the college's "Miss United
new merchandise put on dis-,Negro College Fund" contest
phy, assistant secretary; Herplay there.
will sell tickets to the events.
bert Boyd, parliamentarian;
John Fuming, chaplain;
Ronald Hooks, business manjager, and Anita Curry and
Rebecca Hill, 'Miss UNCF' contestants.

the Bourbon that
didn't watch the clock!

OLD
CHARTER
Kentucky's Finest Bourbon

Memphian Is Studying Class Officers Named
For Chemistry Ph.D.

For This School Year

Lester A. Lee, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Leonard Lee of 1650
Silver, Memphis, and a graduate of Hamilton High school,
recently began a fulltime technical study program at Howard
university in Washington, D.C.,
leading to a doctorate in physical organic chemistry.
Mr. Lee had been a chemist
in the Research Directorate of
the Naval Ordnance Station at
Indian Head, Md. and is studying under the terms of the
Office of Civilian Management
Long-term Training Program.
He has been released from
his duties at the Naval Ordnance Station. but he will receive his regular salary while
studying.
JUNIORS—Donnell Cobbins,
In return for the opportunity,
President; Calvin Herring, vice
he has signed an agreement to
president; Loretta Autry, secre- Annual Women's Day will
remain with the Department
tary; Lillie Robinson, assistant be observed next Sunday, Oct.
of Defense until July 25, 1970.
secretary; L a metra
Kelly, 15. at the New Bethel Baptist
The standards for the Longtreasurer; Willie Taylor, parli- church at 2200 Stovall st., and;
Term Training Program are
amentarian; Thomas Graham, the guest speaker will he Mrs,1
LESTER A. LEE
extremely high and difficult to
business
manager;
William Curtis Price, a member ofl
meet.
Henderson and Claudette Hence'Bellevue Baptist church.
Only experienced personnel preared in we "Chemical and student government
representaMrs. Maria Tate will be the
whose level of competence are Engineering News Magazine." tives. and
Freda Garner, 'Miss
mistress of ceremonies. Memhigh, and who have demon- Mr. Lee first went to work UNCF' contestant.
bers of the congregations of the!
strated a potential for further at Naval Ordnance Station
development, are considered. while a graduate student at SOPHOMORES—James Lin- Macedonia Baptist church and!
One of the basis for consider- Howard university in 1962.
coln, president; James Watkins the True Vine Baptist churchl
ing Mr. Lee was his continued
Before going to Howard, he vice president; Sandra Jackson, of West Helena, Ark., will be
outstanding work in synthesiz- completed his undergraduate secretary; Charlene Robinson, guests.
ing high nitrogen compounds. work at Xavier university in assistant secretary; Cha.-Iene Mrs. Maria Williams is chairHe received two Outstanding New Orleans, where he met his Johnson, treasurer; Luscious man of Women's Day, and
Performance awards. A sum- wife Leslie. They are the par- Johnson, business
manager; Mrs. Maydell Guy co-chairman.1
mary of his work on the Re- ents of one daughter, Teer Ann, Bertha Walls, chaplain; Acia Rev. G. G. Brown is pastor
actions of Nitrilium Salts ap- three.
Jackson, parliamentarian, and of the church.

Jazz Show Planned

New Bethel Plans
For Women's Day
Celebration

HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS
are your very best buy in Memphis!
• 441''

15S5.

CH'ITER GIST CL. 13UISVILLS. KY.

Woolco Cuts
Prices on
RCA Color TV'S

We're Closing Out 411
1967 RCA Early American
i.mmediate Models
Detiavvyc,j 14doel
LIMITED
QUANTITIE
S!
So
Hurry!
tided Nadel
DIAL .94E8-3451
or 683-4521

761

No Down Pay ment
$20.30 a month

"wooLco

Baked in Memphis by Merephiens
. . . rushed daily to your big
Hogue & Knott supermmlet for
TAX imum freshness.

STRAIGHT BOURBON wHiSNY • 86 PROOF •

is Mid-South
HEADQUARTERS For
Color T.V. — over
60 models to choose
from"

8 REASONS
TO BUY AT
WOOLCO
A

Hcgue & Knott
Hamlwrger
or Hot Dog

BUNS
8 to
pkg.

23C

At
44.4,
4k /t
444,

•Low Film]oci
• Honest

4

Prices

• Free Service

4

Hogue & Knott.
1 24b. Sandwich Loaf
Big 1 /

BREAD
25c
BROWN 'N SERVE ROLLS

14-0z.
Loaf
Hogue & Knott
12 to Package

15c
25c

HOGUE & KNOTT
1378 HOLLYWOOD
3511 PARK
3384 N. THOMAS
1578 LAtMAR

4321 SUMMER
973 SO. THIRD
3362 SUMMER

• Satisfaction
Guaranteed
• Nio Tradein
Needed
• 90. Days Same
As Cash
• You Mal Only
With Woolco

Free Delivery in Memphis Area.
All RCA Service Handled by RCA
Factory trained men

SHOP AT BOTH
WOOLCO STORES
5100 PARK
1833 S. 3rd.

•
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Ind. Motorcades Planned By Klan

Harvest Tea Presented

GREENWOOD, Ind. — Gran -l members of the Ku Klux Klan
Dragon William Chaney said would stage two motorcades
i ever 500 miles of Indiana
roads next weekend.
v\t.
Chaney said the United Klans
of America would sponsor the
Mt. Olive CME Cathedral dates involved in the mayor's
t
motorcades, with routes chosen
presented its annual Harve3t race. Candidates who appeared
form a cross on the state
to
Tea on Sunday Sept. 24, at 4 on program were Mayor Wil/
map, "to inform the public
p.m.
liam B. Ingram, Comissioner
m
W
an is still active
that the
The theme was "The Church Hunter Lane and Representaand_aLive
.. in Indiana and many
Involving Itself In Good Gov- tive A.W. Willis.
other states.
ernment."
The program included
a "Let Mount Zion Rejoice"
Centered around the theme, question and answer period was the theme of the annual
the church invited all candi- with all questions sumitted by Women's Day program of the
Ylnetar vignettes from SPEAS
- the members of the church, Mt. Zion AME church at 118
ave.
last
Sunday,
and asked by a panel of four w• Trigg
Willing Workers which included James Taylor, Oct. 8.
Mrs. Althea Woodruff, Mrs.' The Sunday school was conJeanette
B. Cox and Atty. ducted by Mrs. E. Fisher, and
To Meet Oct. 18 George Brown
the morning sermon given by
Jr.
Evangelist Van Harris of Clea-1
The Willing Workers club Serving as moderator for the born Temple AME church.
question
and
answer
period
home
will meet Oct. 18 at the
The guest speaker at the 3
of Mrs. Martha Boyd of 456 was Atty. S.A. Wilbun.
program was Mrs. Hattie
p.m.
Tillman st. Apt. 5. All mem- An award was presented to Culpepper, a member of ProMost
Choir
as
the
the
Youth
prebe
bers are requested to
Outstanding Organization Of gressive Baptist church.
sent.
Church For The Year Mrs. Sallie Hinds was chairThe
The club will hold a barbeIf he could talk, the Sphinx could
man of Women's Day, and Mis
1966-196T.
cue Oct. 21 at the home of Mrs.
reveal fascinating historical tales
reporter.
Herron,
A.
Larnie
vention. Closing medita- Maggie Lott the public is in. Rev. T.C. Lightfoot Jr. made
about vinegar. Early Egyptians bepastor of
tion was given by Rev. A. C. vited.
remarks and the congregation Rev. B.R. Booker is
lieved it held marvelous curative
Mt. Zion AME church.
powers. They used vinegar in
Jackson, pastor of Mount
Mrs. Clara Dailey is prod- and guest retired to the dining
their mortar. Today, Speas knows
Pisgah Baptis church at dent of the organization.
room for a delicious treat of
more about vinegar than anyone
3636 Weaver rd. Mrs. Artie
hors d'oeuvres, tea, cookies and Ushers Meet Thursday
.. as they have been
G. Iselson is president of
punch.
in business since 1888.
The Ushers' Union AssociaCity Union No. 1. (Withers
the Don will hold its regular monthThe co-chairmen for
Photo)
Harvest Tea were Mrs. Agnes ly meeting On Thursday night,
Cook, decorations; Mrs. Mozelat 8, in the administrarefreshments; °et
Williams,
a
'
uilding of Owen College.
tion. 1b2
Publicity, and all members are asked
Pickens,
Charles
Schol
and James Somerville, pro- to he present.
APPLE •CIDER
Charlie Walton is president
I gram.
,. or DISTILLED
Rev. T.C. Lightfoot Jr. is of the organization, and Mrs
IRosie Walton reporter.
minister.

At Mt. Olive Cathedral

Zion AME
e e ra es
omen s Day

What the Sphinx
Knows About Vinegar

BAPTIST WOMEN'S CITY
UNION—The Baptist Women's City Union No. 1
held its first Retreat on
Wednesday, Sept. 20, at
the St. John Baptist church,
Vance, ave., and are seen
here with some of the

_speakers and the host pastor, Rev. A. McEwen Williams, front row, extreme
right. The meeting was considered both "spiritual and
educational," and the inspirational
address
was
given by Rev. W. C.

Holmes, moderator of the
West Tennessee Association
on the subject: "Christianity, the Universal Religion."
Bible Study was conducted
by Rev. Williams, president
of the Baptist Missionary
and Educational State Con-

as $6,000

4/bSPEAS
VINEGAR

a rsh i p ,C1

At U.Of Tex.'

sk

GROUND-BREAKING CEREMONY — The officers,
members and the pasjor of
Spring Hill Baptist church
are seen here as ground is
broken for the new church.

Standing in center holding
shovel and reading statement from paper is the
pastor, Res. Brady Johnson.
The guest speaker for the
services was Rev. A. M. Wil-

Spring Hill Breaks
Ground For Church

Hams, pastor of St. John Bapt.
church, Vance ave. Participating in the service also
were Mrs. Maggie Johnson,
on behalf of women of congregation; and Terry Williams,
representing
the

young people. Following the
singing of "Blessed Be The
Tie That Binds," the benediction was given by George
Cartwright, the oldest member of the church. (Withers
Photo)

Our

cabinet model.
Our new
.01
9T portable.

"Give out of your abundance.A. McEwen Williams, president
or scarcity", said Rev. A. of the State Convention and
McEwen Williams speaking at pastor of St.
John Baptist
the ground-breaking ceremony
church;
Rev.
Dean
Bailey and
for the Spring Hill Baptist,
church on Sept. 24. "Be not members of his family and
P r esbyterian
afraid, be .strong. God's bless- church-Raleigh
ings are bountiful", Rev. Wil- church; Mrs Stanley Buckman;
,Mrs. William Stitt and Miss
hams continued.
The members listened atten-1Susan Gladdens, student at
tively as they were about to Southwestern.
rndertakp the building of their Those who participated in the
ceremony were Jimmy Vinson.
new church.
After the address, the pastor z,ssistant superintendent: Mcs.
of Spring Hill, Rev. B. John-,E. Terrell. a mother of the.
son, conducted the ground-church, and young Terry Wil-'
breaking ceremony. As each ,hams.
church auxiliary dedicated the Rev. George Cartwright, the
building to the youth, mission oldest member of the church .
and education, the audience gave a brief prayer for the
erecting of the building.
silently voiced a prayer.
Helping to make the occasion The new church will be
a momentous event were Rev.isftuated on Hawkins-Mill rd.

• Effective

•

•I

tec yic Sun. S1 7S

Sal Oper 11 A ki te 6 P
•
• I sun. Open $ A.M to 2 P M

•

8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Monday
thru
Friday

•
•
•
•
•

Summer at Baltic
as.....

3100

rPeter Pan Clea:
899 E. Mclemore
ONE HOUR SERVICE

946-1205
(MONEY
SAVER

1560 Netherwood
SAME DAY SERVICE

275-1544

WE
F 441, I r,i,
AT l'AAL
APPRECIATE BANKAMERICARD
YOUR
BUSINESS \.

•RENTAL MANAGEMENT
Tel. 525-1861
C. C. Sawyer, Pres.

or

334 VANCE AVE.

527-9606

NINE CONVENIENT TwHE R IEGsHETRvE
DEL FARM FOOD TO LIMIT
STORES
• Lourelwood Center
• National at Jackson
• Quince at Seta Isle
•Macon at Wells Station

• Getwell at Ban-ort
• Chelsea at Thomas
• Northgate Shopping Ctr.
• Southland Mall

Mclemore at Neptune

NANA
THIS
WEEK
and overly mei*

ld Crow

America's Most ibptilar Bourbon

111.1119CIT 5111PC/0 101010011911/110 90 .900C 041101.005090T11111 00 11.11019960 palatal palmier co froadott,111.

MEAT AND PRODUCE PRICES
GOOD THRU
OCT. 14,
ALL OTHER enicms
Goon THRU
OCT. 17, 1967
TM

71tevre

*ea.

Park Ave., New York, N.Y

OVER $35,000 IN PRIZES
S20000 WINNER

MRS. LEVERNE BROWN

.89°
CANNED HAM 5.". 4 PORK ROAST
490
TOMATOES
Lb19
SNAP BEANS
L, 19e POTATOES 20 89
$1
CHUNK TUNVar!i32c PUNCH
750
ORANGE JUICE
TIDE
ROUND STEAK

U.S. CHOICE

BONELESS FULLY COOKED

BOSTON BUTT STYLE

Tin

19

YOUNG AND TENDER

•

FRESH FISH
DAILY

lb

RED ALL-PURPOSE

SLabc

STARK 1ST

1211 E. Mclemore

HAWAIIAN

46-n7
Cans

Tel. 947-1 877
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM
TAILORS

BHS
INC.

2411 Vance Ave.

JA 7-9320

Morophis, Tennessee
"YCUR Comport), Makes Whet Yoe Ask los Anil
Croots, W hos You Think or
.inwoommeeml.,

90

RED RIPE
SALAD SIZE

BEL-MAC7

SUITS and DRESSES, plains 125
SHIRTS
"Like you like 'em" 5 fo,$115

ERIAta

(All lines, including Auto Liability and Fire)

OW. J. Jeffery 1964—Ali Rights Reserved Strategic Merchandising

Beautifully Cleaned & Pressed

All
Proofed,
ooYfeu
;
,ffoothesPl
ir,
Odor Proofed & Sizf
a a

•INSURANCE

BONUSBINGO

• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH
•
I....

•REAL ESTATE SALES

•LOANS

START PLAYING UMW!

wAsH

November 19 1965

CORNETTE REALTY, INC.

Save Del .Farm cash register tapes
for a 1% refund to your church or
favorite charity.

dp•mosisamms•ma•moimm••••
•
• 1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
•

cA

LA MARQUE, Tex — Regmaid W. Wade, 18, of this
city, has received a four-year
award as a Humble Oil &
Refining Company Achievement Scholar—proving that
doesn't
football
p r a ctice
always keep an ambitious and
industrious young man from
his books.
Young Wade was president
of the student Honor Society
valedictorian of last
and
year's graduating class of 109
at La Marque's Lincoln High
School and obviously still paid
attention at pigskin practice
—enough to be captain of the
' football team in both his
junior and senior years.

ORCHARD FRESH

GIANT SIZE

6-0z. 130
Can

3-Lb
Pkg.

1111
SO-FRESH

POTATO CHIPS
9-0Z.
TWIN-PACK
With coupon and purchase of $5 00 or more excluding leer, Tobacco, Fresh Milk, Ice Cream and
Ice Milk. Limit one coupon per customer. Coupon
expires Oct. 17, 1967.
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United Singing
Union To Honor
Mrs. Warford

1
1

party were Chris and Angela Harris, Donna, Gaye
and Sheron Doggett, Diana,
Marquita and Renae House,
Carlton and Brenda Catchings, Janet- Cash, Karmen

her fifth birthday on Sunday, Sept. 17. at the Club
Rosewood. and she is seen
here standing behind cake
as her little guests look on.
Among the children at the

BIRTHDAY PARTY—Little
Stephanie Brown, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Brown of 1020 E. Trigg
ave., was honored at a
birthday party given for

Wilhite, Adrian and Lode
Roberts, Monnike Smith,
Sherle Truitt, James Mann,
Jr., Sylvia Sims, Alvin
Standard, Skippy, Terry and
Johnny Whitney and others.

GordodsVddka

The 14th annual Appreciation
Services for Mrs. Lillian Warford, manager of the United
Singing Union, will be held
next Sunday, Oct. 15, at the
Pilgrim Baptist Church, starting at 7:30.
Will Rodgers is president of
the United Singing Union, Mrs.
Margurite Rhymes and Mrs.
Louise Walker chairmen, and
Mrs. D. Lee, secretary.
Nathaniel Peck will serve,
as master of ceremonies for1
the program.
Choirs from St. Stephens,'
Mt. Pleasant, First Baptist
Chapel.
Millington,
Morning
Christian Springs and Pleasant
Green Baptist Churches have
been invited.
Other participants On the
program will be Hosea Bell.
Mrs. L. Wilkerson, Mrs. A.
Roland, Will Rodgers. Diana
Ewings, Chester Jones, Nathaniel Hendrix, Elder A. Brewer.
Charles Parker, Mrs. Lillian,
Spice and Dr. W. Herbert Brew.'
ster.

When the invitations say
"From 5 to 7"
and everyone's cleared out
by 6:55...

maybe you forgot something.

It's called Seagram's 7 Crown
The Sure One.

Miss Clanton
Will Speak At
New Prospect

the only vodka with a
patenton smoothness.

tit
STEPHANIE IS FIVE —
Standing behind her birthday cake, just before she
shared it with her friends
and guests at the Club
Rosewood. where a party
honoring her fifth birthday

'-wiwoasa
. PltellterStIttEDFROM Mix c01DOCS0ar coo co..LTD.. LINEN. NL
SO

was held on Sunday, Sept.
Stephanie
little
17, is
Brown, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Brown of 1020
E. Trigg ave. She received
a number of gifts from her
guests.

Annual Women's Day will be!
observed on Sunday, Oct. 22,1
at the New Prospect Baptist
church at the corner of DeSoto
and Horn Lake rd.
The guest speaker at 2:30
p.m. will be Miss Erma Clanton, a member of St. John,
Baptist church, Vance ave.
The women of the -church
will entertain the guest speaker during a get-acquainted social to be held in the churen
auditorium.
Mrs. Katy Baily is chairman
of the Women's Day program.
and Mrs. Lottie Wilson ..ochairman. Mrs. Adaline White
is publicity chairman.
Rev. J.F. Wilson is pastor 0!
the church.

Seagram Distillers Co., N.Y.C. Blended Whiskey. 86 Proof. 65', "„ Grain Neutral Spirits.

Memphian Reads
Paper During
Medical Meet

You will be Lucky
Friday the 13th
with Rabbit Foot
N\ Savings
These Values and many
-MoreGood for one day only
Friday the 13th

Dominion Electric Toaster
Dominion Electric Percolator

Reg

Now

'5999

$713

51999

G.E. Portable Vacuum Cleaner

2 only

S23
"

G.E. Walkie Talkie

6 only

S5
14'

Men's Long Sleeves Spt. Shirts
Boy's Long Sleeves Spt. Shirts
Ladies Dresses Ladies Shells
Ladies Corduroy Slacks

$713

$1913
$1513

$259 —$213
sis9_$113
$399 _S213
$199.$113
sy9 __ $413
29t

Plastic Aprons
Sheet Blankets

13c
$113

44L— 13c
$399 $213

Plastic Utility Baskets
Children Vinyl Jackets

sp./

Large 28" Stuffed Doll

$113

Conveniently Yours At Kress

KRESS
VARIETY FAIR

Dr. Alvin H. Crawford, a
Memphian now on duty at the
Naval Hospital . at
Chelsea
Boston. Mass., presented one
of his papers at the recent
meeting of the Society of
Orthopedic Surgeons held in
Denver, Colo.
was entitled •
paper
The
"Early Experiences and the
Use of A.0.1. Compressi.
vices in the Treatmett . of
Fractures." It was co-authore 1
by Drs. Arthur Rehme
Robert Winons.
It dealt with the treatment of
fractures in a manner which
would allow the patient to re
turn to normal activities much
sooner than by conventional
methods, and was considere,i
one of the highlights of the
meeting.
Dr. Crawford is a graduate
of the University of Tennessee
College of Medicine

DR. A. H. CRAWFORD

MINI-SKIRTS
AND MORALS
Has the mini affected the
morals of our country? Read
this article in beautiful color

NEW SEX LIFE
Jungle doctor makes old men
young, and young men younger!

MY HUSBAND'S
DEATH
"I am preparing myself for
It,'' says Mrs. Martin Luther
King, Jr.
All these and many more in
November SEPIA

• No. Miin

o.

Srylo.

SEPIA

People who enjoy surprises
...go with Greyhound
Greyhound is filled with wonderful surprises. The surprise of seeing scenery
you could never see as well by any other
travel way. The surprise of riding ribbons of smooth new super highways direct to your destination. Many people
first tried Greyhound just to save money.
Then discovered it's also a surprisingly
friendly, easy-going, convenient way to

go. No wonder Greyhound carries more
people than anybody else. If you like
pleasant surprises, go with Greyhound.
Nobody has lower fares than Greyhound. For example:
- Greyhound fares ore so low. For Example:
ONE WAY

CHICAGO

$1665

OW WAY

$22$$
DETROIT
$24e 0 KANSAS CITY ....sip()
CLEVELAND
$1010 NASHVILLE
ST. LOUIS
$ 6"
Save 10°o each way with a round-trip ticket
Greyhotmd Terminal- 203 Union Ave.-Phone 525-5731

3
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WASHINGTON — Frustrated Washingtonians, who have
fancied themselves as the nation's best politicians even
though none of them have ever cast a vote, will have their
opportunity to display their ability. It will come as soon as
the Senate approves a bill that will enable the District
residents to select their school board members. The elected
school board issue cleared the House recently. Oddly enough
the bill was sponsored by John L. McMillan (D., S. C.) who
has been anti-anything that will help the Brother. However
Congressman McMillan was not giving the residents much

'Subscrtprton rotor Brno year, $6; six months. $3.59, (7-yorer slowed Sabiartation rata
310) Th. Tri-State Defender Does Not Take R•spon•ihility for u,aolicited Mer,,scriots
'for Pkotes. Pubhthed Evedry 'Thursday try the Now Tri-Stote Pubhsl,ing Co. S•c•ofl
Close Postage P. tilt Memphis. Ton......,tinier Act of Marcel 2, 1179e

National Ilisivortising Reprorsantativits
AMAttAMATED PUBLISHERS, INC. —310 Madison Avenue, Now York 17, N.Y.

SERVING I.000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA

In aiding passage to the measure. The Board can't do anything but make policy. It still has to go before Congress
for money. McMillan's District Committee will have veto
powers and besides, don't forget the D. C. school population is 92 per cent cullud which only puts a tiny 8 per cent
whites under Brother-rule. It is a step forward. For the
first time since the mid-1870's, the District residerts will
determine who the real leaders of their City are. It is going
to be the most fascinating exercise in urban management

Germans In Africa

that this country has ever seen.
St

—
Germany's colonial role in Africa course of less than 10 years. During
up to the advent of the first world war public drew from Africa more than 1
has been eclipsed by the onslaught of the decade of the 50s, the Federal Restreet woman in Blackville,
JACKIE ROBINSON'S
two subsequent major conflicts that
U.S.A., and we won't ever
profits.
billion
in
brought civilization to the very brink
again ni life bother you, white
folks?"
of annihilation. The German of BisToday, in the struggle of the neoThat's the way it reads to
marck, creator of the German empire, colonial powers for African markets and
me. How about you? (ANP
and the Germany of Kaiser Wilhelm had natural wealth, West Germany has beFeature.)
tionists, you may be sure it
the same delusion of Nordic superior- come America's most serious competiwill not get government approv.
no
great
Africa
has
as
did
Hitler
Germany..
Thus
peneity
tor. In principle
al any time soon. The federal
Gertration of Africa by the Germans did prejudices against the Germans.
government
is not about to put
not improve the lot of the black natives man colonial policy in the pre-war days
By JACKIE ROBINSON
this nation; till its soil, carve
to
divide the nation.
money
up
speaks
in
McKissack
out its
roads and
highwho were looked upon and treated as was not harsh in its treatment of the Floyd
an all-black ways, build its bridges, fight The hue and cry generated
hopeful
terms
of
members of an inferior race.
Africans. Though the line of racial de- community which would be Its wars. We guess you are at mass meetings and the showmarckation was rigidly observed in social established within the United right, after all. We guess we'll manship created for press conBut the gods of war did not smile
relations, the native blacks enjoyed a States. He goes so far as o never be able to realize our ferences are one kettle of fish.
upon Germany. With one stroke of the
organize such a just claims, to receive our just But when it comes down to the
degree of freedom and contentment that offer to help note
that McKis- dues, to get our rights. So nitty-gritty, I do not beiieve
society. We
pen, the victorious Western allies took
was not matched elsewhere on the Af- sack, who is a shrewd attorney, we give up. Forget all the Friend McKissack will find
away her African colonies. And for
rican continent in the flourishing days says he will "help, "not that ae sweat and toil and suffsTing any substantial number of
more than three decades no German
will organize and seek help. lie and sorrow and loyalty and lqe black Americans willing to
of colonialism.
whatever
pull up
would be one of the ASSIST- we have given as what we once actually
was allowed to set foot on African soil.
suspect dreamed would be an invest- stakes they may have in order
We
cat.
the
of
ANTS
Events and times, however, have changSo, the memory of the white suto join an all-black community.
Mr. McKissack is inclined to ment in America.
ed world opinion and mood. The Germ- periority complex which marked the era approach the proposal most "Forget that we have a claim Somehow, it seems to me that
ans have returned to Africa. In the esti- of the German rulership on the Dark cautiously because he doesn't and a rightful heritage in the to retreat into some "for ,aacks
work either. might and wealth of this na- only" society is to admit you're
mation of an informed American observ- Continent has been erased by the course believe it would wrong.
I an tion. Give us a little ole place licked, to surrender to all the
Don't get roe
er, they now play a far more impor- of contemporary events. Germans are strictly in favor of the indi- of our own — and we'll recog- forces which have oppres3ed
tant and more influential role there efficient workers, their goods are of vidual following his own con- nize our place just as you've black people for centuries.
been wanting us to do for so It seems tantamount to saying:
than in Kaiser Wilhelm's and Chancellor high quality, and their investments are viction. If some
long. Set us up like a back 1"Okay, We helped you build
and
believe
—
Bismarck's era.
lavish. In Nigeria, the Germans threatknow
thet
en to displace the British as investors. I
In other words, the Federal Repubsome sincerely
During the last four years they have
lic of Germany is becoming, both econodo — that their
been building about 30 projects in that desting has promically and politically, one of the most
country and have invested $140 million mise within a
active neo-colonial powers present in
The Unity League was one of the most strategic
or so.
deliberately jim
Africa. The Germans are no longer
society. th. an It,
arms in getting the Negro vote for Mayor Ingram.
solely commercial travelers or research
In Liberia, where Americans were respect their bemelees
Their strategy followed the lines of a well organized
historians. They are now creditors to established for countless numbers of liefs. But let's be realistic
about some of the many rea- army. Mr. 0. Z. Evers chairman of the League says
whom the newly liberated African years, the West German Saltzgitter s„nc why the plan for an allthe league feels the most important step in an election
states owe more than $32.5 billion. They steel industry has licenses for all pro_ tiack society within the U.S.
is mobilization and unity of voters. The Unity League
are building about 400 projects in Af- specting. Experts of that company are will not materialize at any
time in the foreseeable future. did this with all the sophistication of a well oiled
rica: factories, ports, roads.
already advisers of the Liberian govern- Nur..ber One: We do have
machine. The first step was to get as many rallies
affluent Negroes within our
ment for industry and mining.
There are also professors teaching
culture and I speak of an as possible organized. The group of 268 members
politics along with technology. Deutsche
But the Germany that comes into enormous middle class as well organized 32 rallies. The second step was to keep as
Welle is broadcasting programs for Af- modern Africa, is a Germany which rec- as that coterie of black p,?..)ole quiet as possible about their activities, so their opwho have achieved wea:th.
fica in various languages for about 17 ognizes the authority of the black state, These people are not goiog to ponets would think they were sot busy. The next
hours a day — more than the Voice of and which is no longer parading as a contribute to the building of a step was to contact at least 500 people a day and
volunteer jim-crow state. Tney inform them of the dangers and pitfalls of the elecAmerica. All this has taken place in the superior race.
are not interested in separation
They have worked awfully tion. The fourth step was to place two or more poll
hard to get where they are and watchers in the voting station.
they are human enough to w ant
The Unity League has proven itself a vital eleto stay there.
Number Two: Although a ment in the Ingram for Mayor campaign. With this
sexietv
Jim-Crow
I voluntary
arm behind Mayor Ingram he should do quite well
might be a pleasant idea to
the run-off.
in
Southern and Northern seg^ega,
-poe.gfe

Thoughts About An

All-Black Society

Unity League Pushes Ingiam

Romney And Slums

We do not know how good the
chances are of Michigan Gov. George
Romney's capturing the White House
or of even winning the Republican nomination as the party's standard bearer.
We have no crystal ball into which to
peer for the answer. We leave the speculations to professional political soothsayers who seem endowed with a special built-in ESP. We are happy when
we have made correct assessment of
events.
Governor Romney's visit to urban
slums to get first-hand acquaintance
with the inner workings of decaying
communities is setting an excellent ex_
ample which would be wise for others in
similar positions of power to follow. It
would be well for folk in Washington.
especially members of Congress who are
posing as experts on life in the ghettos
to take a good look at the conditions
that give rise to periodic revolts.
We strongly suspect that their interest is more academic than real or
practical. The view of the slums from a
mountain top is rather scenic with a
poetic touch that may even delight the
morbid mind and those who want to
keep the poor at the bottom of the economic ladder.
If the men in Congress who are
poking fun at President Johnson'e

THE LOWDOWN ON THE HIGH UPS: The split between the Legal Defense Fund of the NAACP known on the
avenue as the "Inc Fund," and the legal staff of the
NAACP, headed by Bob Carter, was made very evident to
the lawyers attending a workshop at the Airley House in
Virginia recently. The workshopp, sponsored by the "Inc.
Fund," headed by Jack Greenberg, is well heeled. Not
only is it well heeled, it is dominated by white lawyers,
who are bent on taking over the civil rghts fight. Negro
attorneys present saw how a group ow white pros have
attorneys swallowed up a Negro organization, one that
was founded by Thurgood Marshall. It was an example of
the old adage of "He who potys the fiddler call the tune."
It is white money that supports the legal Defente effort.
And the Fat Kat Kontributors are naming the metnbers to
the professional staff. It's this kind development that lends
credibility to Black Power advocates, who have set October 21 as the date for their conference here. C. Sumner
(Chuck) Stone, the former Powell aide, is the publicist for
the parley.
BACKDOOR STUFF: The word around 0E0 is that
Maurice Dawkins, the now controversial successor to Sam
Yette as racial advisor to Sarge Shriver is out. Dawkins
has been nipped from making any speeches, anywhere, and
generally has been put in the isolation chamber. The question at 0E0 is who is the most isolated, Dawkins or Ted
Berry, the veteran who has been in the deep freeze for
quite a spell, With Ted, however, he knows his own competence; he is a Presidential appointee and he is just stubborn enough not to let the white Folks wear him down.
Maurice, on the other hand, is there by the grace and
"pleasure" of the Director. The question is: Is Serge THAT
displeased? ... Cris Connor, who put in a year with Plans
for Progress, is back at his soft drink job in New York
and he is oh, so happy about it all . . Frankie Muse Freeman, new head of the Deltas (30,000 strong) and member
of the Civil Rights Commission, can have a regional directorship for HUD if she wants it ... All of the major airlines
are looking for Negro stewardesses. There is an acute
shortage and besides they are all smarting under past
racial criticism.
PEOPLE 'N EVENTS: Rosemarie Brooks, the former
Defender columnist and one of the real moving personalities around town, is one of the key figures behind the
Food Drug Administration's affirmative action program
among some 30 major drug firms. The firms are being
prodded about their failure to hire Negroes although Negroes are proportionately higher consumers of pills. Speaking of pills: Members of the pharmaceutical industry met
recently with the Equal OpportunitY Commission to develop
a better hiring program , . . Bob Weaver, who heads up
HUD, is under fire from several sources. Some say HUD's
hiring where the Brother is concerned leaves something
to be dePired, others chirge the former chairman of the
NAACP national board with footdragging on the issue of
fair housitg regulations for federally sponsored housing
projects. All of this is to say that when a Brother achieves
in these Yewnited States the old adage emerges about "A
man born under certain conditions is bound to see some
dark days." It's no wonder that many of the middle class
Negroes say,- and with feeling, "Oh what tha' hell."

HEADLINE CHECKING: Rep. John Conyers may be the
fair haired boy here and at home, but he isn't rated so
Great Society concept, who are impedhigh by Percy Greene's Jackson Advocate in Jackson,
Miss. Percy, in a lead editorial, takes off on young Coning his efforts in the war against povyers for "finding the time" while Detroit was in flames
With the first phase of the election over, the
erty would set foot on the grounds Bluff city voter has an even greater task ahead of KANSAS CITY, Mo. — For- "in the heart of his District" to issue "condemnatory
where the poor dwell in abject condi- him, that of picking the best candidates in the run- mer Alabama Gov. George statements about Mississippi and the treatment of Negroes
tions of want, disease, and filth, perhaps off, to manage our new city government. Mayor In- Wallace says he is not a in the state." . . . From the St. Louis (Mo.) American:
"Jesse James is Shot in the Back by Friend." Unlike
racist.
a sense of compassion might be awaken- gram, who was supported by the Tri-State Defender
Missouri's legendary outlaw of the past century, this Jesse
"A racist is one who dislike
ed in them.
and no other newspaper, shocked the city by the sup- people because of their color," was shot after being accused of "going with" his friend's
wife ... Both Grace Bumbry and Pearl Balle), secure with
he said. "I have never made a
Governor Romney's tour of thei port he received in the Negro precincts.
their God-given singing talent and self-given white bus.
campaign or speech on the
wretched conditons in which the Negro
bands, are finding the time while picking up loot in Germany
One white newspaper asserted that this election race, color or creed of move
poor live suggests that he is interested destroyed the myth of the Negro bloc-vote. The Tri- Everyone, regardless of race to lecture Negro rioters in the U. S. and add that "any
in them and is trying to find a way in State Defender disagrees with this assertion a n d or color, is entitled to civil Negro with talent or a skill can achieve and surmount prejudice." Oh, girls, come now . . . The Spartan News of the
which the problem of poverty might be other assertions being made, such as jealousy existing rights."
Hales Franciscan (Catholic) School has a regular column
Hypocrisy has probably hurt
solved. Rather than send a team of so- between the wealthy, middle class and poor Negroes. civil rights more than anything titled after the song: "On Funky
Broadway" and in its
cial experts into the slums and read Some have said Ingram won because the ministers else, be said.
Sept 22nd issue In a front page story on a recent dance,
their findings and recommendations at backed him. The Tri-State Defender feels that the "You let the police enforce there is a line which reads "Everyone qunkied' for almost
and' you'll stop riots,' three hours." It's a high school hub,
his leisure, he goes in himself, talks whites and some Negroes are making these assertions the laws said.
Wallace

Ingram Is Still Our Man

Wallace Says He
Is Not A Racist

pertinent ques- because they are upset and feel they can no longer
predict what the Negro will or is going to do.
Bolster Wis. Housing
We think that the Michigan goverOne thing does stand out above all others, Maynor is an honest man with a high social or Ingram's past record as a Judge in his relationship Law: Mayor Mauer
conscience which impels him to have with Negroes and all people. This is good enough MILWAUKEE, Wis — Mayor!
sympathy for the neglected, the dis- reason for Negro support, but it is not the only rea- Henry Maier said a stronger
possessed, the unfortunate whose strug- son. The Negro commuhity has several reasons for state law is a possible compromise in the Milwaukee open
gle for bare existence is just beginning wanting Mayor Ingram, for example:
housing dispute that has flared
to stir the nation's conscience.
Up.
rather
see
Memphis
would
Negroes
of
1) The
Those who interpret Mr. Romney's
Ingram in than another candidate w h o Maier suggested some civic
group work as central negoti"brainwashing" statement as evidence
would misrepresent us.
ating agency to bring all parof political ineptitude are in eff1ct say2) Mr. Ingram has proven himself experienced, ties in the dispute together to
agree on stronger planks in
ing that he who aspires to a high- politiintelligent, honest, independent and fair
the state law.
cal office must not tell the truth. Polls
3) He is a man of conviction.
or no polls, the governor is making a
4) He will continue to work to keep taxes The mayor said he also la
working on a hoard program
big hit perhaps not viith politicians, but
down and get more industries and jobs. that
would solve basic social
with common people.
5) He has been a strolig Mayor.
and economic problems.
with the people, asks
tions.

IDLE JOTTINGS: The Big Town has a new weekly
which can't seem to make up its mind who it wants to
serve. Called the Exajniner, the tabloid is owned by the
head of the Transit System and its opening smash hailed
that DC's schools after 15 years are almost all black.
One would think from looking at the cover they were out
after Afro readers, yet when you turn the pages it looks
as if they are really after the Washington Post and Afternoon Star. At any rate, the Examiner opened with a helluva lot of ad copy although its content left something to
be desired . . . We keep looking but we haven't seen any
Brothers going or coming at the Nixon For President headquarters on Pennsylvania avenue, the hext block from the
White House. Will people never learn? . . .Wonder what
ever happened to George Wallace? . . . When fast drawing
Sammie Davis returns from Europe wonder if Sinatra
will enlist his aid to pay back Crusher Choen of Las Vegas?
Nobody will tell you, but watch for another major ally
of LB.J—a Brother to resign for other endeavors. It's been
brewing for sometime and the relationship is growing
tauter and tauter.
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Candidates

Negro Officer Held
Are Invited
Death
Prisoner's
In
By Fellowship

portable radio she won for
writing a poem which took
second prize in a recent
safety contest. Standing behind her, from left, are

SAFETY CONTEST WINNER — Linda Fay Hall,
a second grade student at
the Chicago Park Elementary school, is shown
here holding an AM-FM

A 32 year old Negro patrol He said that Scott, who came
man, charged with the murdeo here from Tupelo, Miss., sevThe Men's Fellowship of in the death of a white prisoner eral weeks ago, was found dead
Second Congregational church found dead in a cell at the po- in his cell a little after mie
will meet in Love Hall at 762 lice station last Friday night, night.
remained in jail late Tuesday
Walker ave. on Tuesday night, evening followin0 his arrest
n autopsy was performed
by Dr. Jerry T. Francisco,
Oct. 17, at 7:30, and candidates earlier that morning.
snowed
a
e man s death
for mayor and city council The officer was Lon Chaney
had been caused by injuries,:
Boyd, of 312 Edsel Ave., who ,
have been invited to speak.
which
has been a member of the ,. • would have proi/ed fatal:
a
e
Among those invited . are Memphis Police Department tn the time limit
had been in jail.
Mayor William B. Ingram, Jr , since 1963,
and former Mayor Henry Loeb, Acting Police Chief, U. T. An investigation also showed
and council candidates Charles Bartholemew said Boyd was'ttiat Patrolman Boyd, on turnF. Morris, Sr., State Rep. J.0. i arrcsted and charged with the key duty, had been the only
Imurder of Morge Scott, 46, of person in contact with the
Patterson, Jr., the Rev. James
known address, who was prisoner, police said.
L. Netters, Cuba S. Johnson, no
picked up about 3:30 Friday
Fred. L. Davis, and Elmer B. and charged with public drunk- Attempts were made to gc•
Vaughn.
a statement from the policeenness.
man, who had been indefinitel
Dr. Hollis F. Price, president
suspended, but he refused to
Mrs. Cioteal Toles, guidance of LeMoyne college, will be
see reporters and h3d refused
counselor; Mrs. Anna J. the moderator. A questionto discuss the case with officers
Smith, a former teacher, and-answer period will follow
or the ress.
and Mrs. Addle C. Bolton, the speeches. Members of the
No bond had been set last
church, community and general
her present teacher.
Tuesday for the accused officer. TOUCH OF BEAUTY AT
public are invited.
OWEN — Among the many
the candidate as "clearly the
charming coeds at Owen
better qualified of the two
College this year is popular
candidates for Mayor." Stev-

Acilai Backs Hatcher's
Gar
In
Bid
1
yGAR 9as rr eaas
Mathdnl.

Duties On Two
Campuses Keep
Eight Busy

enson was referring to Hatcher's opponent, Republican Joe
Radigan.

Stevenson cited Gary's urban
problems and said the city
needed a mayor who could
tackle them on a day-to-day
mayoral hopeful, ance at Hatcher's midtown basis.
Gary
"The task is great and the
campaign headquarters, the ,hen who seeks to undertake
urer Adlai E. Stevenson III Richard G. Hatcher,
has endorsed the candidacy Making a surprise appear- Illinois official characterized it must measure up.

MEMPHIS LARGEST FOOD Si ORES
EAST-5014 POPLAR (At Mendennaii)

SHOP WILLIAMS FOR BARGAINS!

Custom Tailored Draperies
t SLIP COVERS

An exchange of , faculty ;s
underway_ this year at Owen
and LeMioyne colleges. At least
five are engaged in academic
work on both campuses.
SEEKS TITLE—Miss Doris
Lacy, a student at Lane College
in Jackson, Tenn., is seeking
the title of "Miss Sophomore."
The 19-year-old student is captain of the Cheerleaders, a
member of the Lane College
Dancers and the Pre-Alumni
club. A Memphian, she lives
with her grandmother, Mrs.
Beatrice Richardson of 3172
Winslow. Miss Lacy is a 1866
graduate of Mitchell Road High
school.

AT PRICES YOU
CAN AFFORD

Engaged in this program are
Dr. Ines Agostini, French,
Mrs. Sallie Forehand. English,
Zack M. Guess, political science, and history: John H. Harris, mathematics and physical
science, and Miss Beenie B.

-imp
r.'
in the f.nvenion,, of your
home. Let nor decorating consultant advise 14 ith you. No
obligation.

TERMS ARRANGED TO
SUIT YOUR CONVENIENCE

DRAPERY
VALANCE

Others at LeMoyne cooperating with Owen are Mrs. Mae
I. Fitzgerald, library consultair
Robert M. Ratcliffe, public
relations, and Willie Watson,
financial aid officer.

FIT WINDOWS TO 45"
WIDE. ASSORTED
COLORS PLAINS .&
PRINTS.

MIDTOWN 1620 MADISON

SPECIAL

BORDEN'S Sweetened
Dime Brand Cond.

MILK
14 Oz.

3 Limit

BE
TAMALES

25
29

KRAFT or BLUE PLATE

GRAPE JELLY

TREET

VEG. SHORTENING

1

y

59c
12 Oz.

Limit

FRED MONTESI

MAYONNAISE

OLEO Yellow
Quarters

I

49

KRAFT

,VEGETABLE
Lb

TUNA
61
/
2 Oz.

WE HONOR
GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

LIBBY'S

51
29

PEACHES

Quart

STARK 1ST

'44"

2

165
Ea.

12xI2

216 S. Pauline

TeL 276.4431

18 Oz.19

ARMOUR'S

3 Lb. Can

For the Fastest, Convenient, and Most Efficient
Photographer Service Call The Tri-State Defender
Photogra pher.
We Give You Prompt, Personal Service On All Photo Assignments. If You Are Having A Wedding, Birthday Party, Church or Club Affair Call Us At 5268397 For The Fastest Service In Town.
Ask For Continental.

100°0 CONTINUOUS
FILAMENT NYLON RUGS
GUARANTEED CUSHION
BACK—TWENTY COLORS

3 Total Limit

131/2
Oz.

SNOWDRIFT

Faye Bell, a sophomore and
wife of the well-known
vocalist William Bell.

Everyone
needs a
relaxing
hobby

HALVES OR SLICES

Oz.2F0r
29

5

4 Limit

lightmeat Chunk

71-'•.••••

FRED MONTESI
COUPON DETERGENT

COUPON
DETERGENT

DUZ Party Glass Pak 39 01.25c
TIDE 4901.

'limit

Giant Size

Size

AJAX 49 Oz.
FRED MONTESI 47 Oz. 8C

With coupon and $5.00 additional purchase, •xcludinp
value. of- coupon merchandis• (fresh milk products and
tobacco also •scluded in camp(ianc• with strit• law).
On• coupon pat femily. Coupon expires Wednesday, Hoeft,
Oct. 18 Anti-ftem also excluded in coupon redemption.

WITH COUPON

FRED

MONTESI

like collecting
daily interest

MAXWELL HOUSE

COFFEE

WAFFLE SYRUP
24 0,

33

.4

INSTANT

it
--

It'sse cosy,and profitable. Just add to your
Union Planters savings account on a regular basis and let your money do the work
while you relax. With interest compounded
every day of the year, the money you save
earns more monqr faster. Stick with. rig.
slay syringe plan and you'll be amazed at
bow quickly you can accumulate enough

laillby to do something really big.

TeL collecting daily %twat is a rut
money-making hobby for everyone And In
make it even sealer for you Union Planters
hu a epecial .avo-by-mail kit so that you
don't even need to make trips to the bank.
Get your collect ion started today. Call any
Union Planters Family Ranking OMAN OP
details for emsIn to the OW Mr yel2 tO ape.your savings account.

41.141;414.1,10-0z.
2 Limit

Save at Union Planters'
*AVOW Mai Or

sI

s.an 11.00/111111110011111111NO
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Mrs. Harris Hiawatha
Is Hostess
Club Plans
To Baker Club For season

Society
Merry

Mrs. Elizabeth Harris served
as hostess to the Marie Baker The Hiawatha Art and Social
Service club at her home re- club made plans for the 1967-68
cently, and Mrs, Nellis Os- season when a meeting was
borne, the president, presided held recently at the Lelia
during the business session.
Walker clubhouse with Miss B.
There was birthday recog- C. Lenoir and Miss Maggie
nition for Mrs. Ruby Biles Newsom as hostesses.
and Mrs. Carrie Mabry.
Officers were installed by
A
humanitarian
organiza- Mrs. Lucy Fowlkes and reports
tion, the club has purchased made by the City Federation
a Brailler machine, which was and the Trustee Board.
presented to Lee Cunningham
Mrs. Zana Ward held an
by Mrs. Irene Sanders.
Open House for Mrs. Alice
Mrs. Carrie Smith, who is Coleman, president of the
moving from Memphis, was Federation of Women's Clubs
presented a 'token of apprecia- of California.
tion from the club and in- Members at the meeting
dividual gifts from members. WERE Mis. Jessie Lockhart,
Other members present for Mrs. Zana Ward, Mrs. Willa
the meeting were Mrs. Linnie itrisco, Mrs. Winnie Hill, Mrs.
Johnson, Mrs. Sara L. Carr, W.A. Bisson, Mrs. Earl 'Green,
Miss Maggie Newsom, Ruby Mrs. Lucy Fowlkes, Mrs. MilBiles, Mrs. Ethel Wynn, Mrs. dred Crawford, Mrs. Thelma
Alma Sonia, Mrs. Carrie Honks, Mrs. Mauddean Seward,
Smith, Mrs. Gertrude Cathey, Mrs. Grace K. Tardy, Miss
Mrs. Hattie ,Marble, and Miss Annie L. Thompson and Mrs.
B. C. Lenoir, reporter.
Lillian Scott.

Go-round
ERMA LEE LAWS

I could tell where the lamp- . Atty. George Brown, they're
lighter was by the trail he more family folks, Charles'
left behind him."
nephew and niece: and Stella
and Jimmy Jones.
Harry Lauder
Cook-Out . . When that group' Beats us. how the postman
sabotaged our invite, got it
of females who're interested the day after the party. But
in the children of Goodwill
then the genial Charles is in
Homes met at Alma Booth's store for many many birth
planned
they
day
house Vother
days and we hope to be around
a cook-out for the children to extend our wishes.
which they had Friday night
at Mattie Sengstacke's back Our Clubs . . Mary H. Ezelle
was hostess to the VIP Bridge
yard.
club Friday night at her home
number
The children who
on Leland. Prize winners were
about twenty two had barrels Joyce Weddington, garnering
of fun roasting weiners and the first one, a set of glasses
drinking
and
541shm allows
a pitcher: Faye Lewis,
lots of pop. Vernette Golden, with
ste-n ware, and Vera Smith,
who's a Physical Ed teacher thermo cups.
was on hand to conduct the
games. We thought the dance Guest winners were Alma with the balloonsi was hilarous.
group (who Long a bar set, and Millicent
Members of the
Bolton. who was visiting from
have yet to get a name) par- Chicago won the booby. a set
evening's
fun
ticipating in the
or coasters. Nedra Smith an:
were Jewel Speight, Chairman Laura Banks, AKA Regional,
stressing
who's
group.
the
oi
h Director for the Far Western'
the word "temporary", with area who was houseguest of
the title, she's really doing an,P member Velma Lois Jones,
excellent job, we all think:''wo is RKA Regional Director Alumnae
A t t end
Show
and Cocktail Hour are seatStanding from left are, Mrs.
Mrs. Poston, Mrs. Dorethey
Thelma Davidson, 111attie Cross- of the Southeastern Region. hers of the City of Memphis
ed left to right, Mrs. Ozena
Laura Kinchelow, Mrs. IlaBarnett,
Miss Mary Sneed.
ley, Maggie Peace, Lois Tarp- Other VIPs making merry Hospitals School of Nursing
Glass, Margie Whitney, Miss zel Crowley, Mrs. Doris
(PHOTO BY CONTINENIcy. Cora Reid, Gladys Reed, while playing cards were Emma alumnae attending the secFlorene Rainey, Mrs. Marie
Walker, Mrs. Clara Mason,
TAU
Pauline ToLey. Alma Booth, Jean Stotts. Marie Jordan, ond Annual Fashion
Part,ee.
Moore,
Mrs.
Mary
Show
Thelma Thornton. Ceil Connelly Martha Brown, Shelia Robertwho's Director of the home, son, Earline Mobley. Valtina
Anna Clark. social worker at Robinson, Maude Gillespie and Fletcher. They're a group who From there they went to the
are really on the ball, had din- home of Martha ( Mrs. Arthur
the home and yours truly.
Bernice Fowler.
Grace Brent. one of the house Allegra Turner entertained ner for the visiting celeb, E.) Horne for a cook-out
Jewel (Mrs. Oscar) Speight
mothers and Susie Harris, her bridgemates in Devove Martha Jean
Steinberg. who who is Social Chairman and The D. A. C. Club met re- Mrs.
upervisor of the house mothers
Callie Johnson of 1580
on Gill. It was came from the Motor City to Orphelia (Mrs. James) Byas cently at the home
hand watching at her home
of Mrs. Oakwood St. is the club's newwe.e
the first me..eting for this group
'narrate the show, the models,'were the medic wives partici- Paralee Huckleby at 942 Randle est member. The next meeting
thiir wards.
of femmes and they came
st. Mrs. Huckleby and her will be held Oct. 17, at the
ushers. press and all involved Patin.
Party . Happy
urprise
out in bright casual
niece served as hostesses.
of
the
wig
to
these
doff
A
immediately
show
,
after
the
home of Mrs. Minnie L, Allen
Birthday.
Happy
Birthday!
:attire and carried on animated
the Louis XIV Room of the '.adies. They are certainly do- Prizes were won by Mrs. of 639 Mississippi blvd.
were the joyful cries falling(!conversations
about their in
ling their share to make things Allen and Mrs. Ford.
rewly decorated hotel
New members are invited.
upon the ears of Charles Pinks-'summer activities.
Reed'pleasant
for the students.
Gladys
(Mrs.
E.
W.)
home
returned
ton when he
When they got down to the
iimmenreummis
Sunday evening from the officelserious business of bridge, Le- is the new president of the The members of the SinquonBluff City Medical Auxiliary or Club held their annual
oia Gilliam. came in for first and as their
annual fall treat di: er last Friday night at the
the surprise.
prize. Sallie Bartholomew, secDr. Charles who is an ardent ond, and Grace Young, third. for the beginning student nur- Rivermont Holiday Inn, and it
!writer could think of no better Allegra also gave gifts to her ses in the City of Memphis was a delightful event for all
After the dinner, the ladies
way to celebrate his natal day guests. Emma Tom Johnson Hospitals they chartered a bus
and took thirty nurses to be were not ready to go home,
than by having a wild game and Myrtle White.
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
to
dinner with his family, but Ester Brown, Leola. and Ida on a tour of the Brooks Art and decided to pay a visit
who
members
Gallery
and
their
sick
the
Art
Academy
one
of
SUITS
• O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
planhad
Maria
his vivacious
Jamison received gifts from where they
watched pottery missed the feast. Marilyn WatAND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
ned all her 'own. She arranged
was
There
, their secret pals.
kins Miller.
• me by and take also a birthday gift for Iris making and weaving.
for Jimmy to co
MONEY LOANED
Charles to his office to look Harris who was out of town
and
contracts
some
over
ON
ALL
mother.
ARTICLES OF VALUE
of
her
funeral
for the
•
•
when they came back the gangi Ida Jamison is at the helm. M
176 Eh 1711 SEAL STREET 1A6-5300•
was all there.
of the coterie as the new prexy,
Bon vivants in on the sur- and V)"alterine Cultaw m a d e
.
prise for Charles and zreeting ,!her
debut as a new member.
him in his vista domain were, Other, members are Orphelia
Randolph,!
Bonnie and Dr. Paul
\ ic Hancock, Edith Thor
Izetta and Frank RobinsonIHonored
Simon and Louis
Elizabeth
ton.
he's a senior med student at,
Ward.
newl
the
UT: Gene Miller. he's
Mrs. Virgie Lee Yarbrough
The Rubaiyats are again
manager at Goldsmith's in sponsoring transportation for was honored recently at a dinSouthland Mall and had to!,the blind student in the Adult, ner given in honor of her 70th
leave the party rather hurried- Basic Education class at Geor- birthday by her daughters
ly, it was stork time for his g;ia Avenue and will be calling l Mrs. Flora Jones and Mrs. nate, Joyce. Evie and 1:. S.
you soon to lend your sup-' Amanda Campbell, at 747 Wal-. *.
i nut St.
Asst. Atty. Odell Horton. Fred-°'l
Hod
-Parterick and Dr. Booker T. from Members of this gregarious
The dinner was attended by
ges. Frank Weatherly,
group of youthful femmes are
aiillington, he and Charles are Teggy Brewer, President: Lo- a number of relatives, and
friends from Woodstock days:
many gifts presented to the
Irene Buford, Anne Curtis, La- honoree.
family folks, Joyce and Howard
Green.
Helen
Deherry.
'vonia
Pinkston and sister dBernice
Guests w e r e
Her m an
F. ediMose Yvonne Hooks. Mary
osep
Williams.ii
Mayes, Clara Threatts, Mr. and Mrs. WidEvelyn
Hudson.
Davis. Maria helped him in
,Parker, Betty Payne, Mary son Threatts, Otis Threatts,
bid for Councilman from Dis- Rhodes. Maxine Shipp, Beverly Mrs. Ira Wiley, Mrs. Willie
run
the
tri-ct Four, he's up for
Smith, Mattie Taylor, Evelyn Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
ill with our good wishes: Mat- Vavasseur, Jewel Walker. Dor- Simmons. and Lillian and Lois:
Senstacke,
Whittier
tie and
Walls. Gloria Ward. Gloria Mr. and Mrs. Arnett Yar- MRS. VIRGIE
Willie Lindsey,iia.
YARBROUGH
Gloria and
and Erdyne Hall
brough, Miss Dorothy Shaw,
Young
Katie and Dr. Linkwood Wil- Members of the Las Doce
and
Sandra;
Shaw.
Mrs.
011ie
Miss
Carolyn
Mr.
and Mrs.
hams, Bertha and Rev. Hous- Amigos who sponsored that
McGhee, A. Andrew, Henry W. Melvin, Mrs. Lizzie Holliton Stevens, Ann and O'Ferrell sell out fashion show at the
man, Mrs. Mary Evans, and
Nelson, the Verdell Brookses, Sheraton-Peanody Hotel Sun- Williford, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Kelsey, Mr. and Mrs. Jamcs Mr. and Mrs. C. Edwards,
he's a Rev.; Margaret and
day a week ago and who were Bogan and Maria; Mrs. Annie And Elmore Dunham. Fores1-41 so very becoming attired in Pollard, Mrs. Beatrice Boyd tine and Lillie Bell, Mrs Teaqua silk dresses are Denise and Mrs. Gloria Moore.
resa Hubbard. Mrs. Thelma
Hawkins. Deborah Patterson., Also Esaw Hale, Mr. and Bronson, Mrs.
Truly Jones,
MilGeraldine
Julia Atkins,
Campbell, Jr., Houston Bramlett, Ira Wiley,
Mrs.
O.
C.
1
ler, Bernice Harris and Ann Miss Constance Campbell. Mr. Willie Jones, Mr.
and Mrs.
Jones, A. Taylor and others.
Mrs. Clarence
and
Rhonda, Deborah, Keith, Vicki
and Chrisandra Jones. Mrs.
Miller, Mrs. Rachel
Rosie
CAN YOU USE
Wells, Raymond, Levan and
Donald Wells. Otha Bogan.
MORE
Mrs. Minnie Gilliam, Mrs.
Willie Aldridge, Mrs. R. Webster, Mrs. Catherine Qualls,

dountoun • union *VP.
nouthland wall

SS
ashion specialists irt sites
18 to 60 and 161
/
2 to 32/
1
2

simply stunning
three-pietp knit

Mrs. Huckleby DAC Hostess

THAN'S
LOAN

Rim's

MIA to MA

fashioned in Hong Kong of
pure wool double knit is
this elegant three-piece
outfit .•. in charcoal gray
with frost white frion it will
tither you of every event
of the Fall season ... in
chorcool/white only.

FFICE

,Byas,

•
At Dinner

Is

Ii

LOAN OFFICE
ftEPSTEIN
182-164.161 BEALE ST.

\

100% Human Hair

nothing ilown-6 months to pay.

STOUT SHOPPE

• 527-6436
44 S. MAIN
DOWNTOWN •
• 274-2065
1952 UNION
UNION AVE. •
WHITEHAVEN • SOUTHLAND MALL • 391-0064

••••
Vb.

BY

Mon Claire

14 North Main Street
Cofaai of Court and Mein (Downstairs) 527-3619

I
You can buy
picture tubes
and antennas
at any of the 70
dealers who
welcome
'

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

8

CONVENIENT
tOCATIONS

0015% OKI 5 ,),
on, PaitilkflY/lAt

W.".

.4141/0(11

11111111111111111111,
r

t.,""mit."—mwwwwwwagqii7;6spere„

f1•140 112

BANK AMFRICARD

HAIR COLORING

(Get Smart!
It's a Bonanza!)
You don't have
. to be a
bank customer to own
BankAmericard, another
people service from
FIRST
NATIONAL
BANK
•I.-'on..fl.•••••• t"MI1.•••••••.
••.,.••••

Hides That GRAY
Do Lasting Way
he put
sr how ... even
dull, faded hair besoma younger 100hini.
, radiant
dietMal
STRAND
won't rub off
out. Safe with persionewts,too Try STRAND.

ONLY 98t
moult-•
NOTHING
10 MY

••••••••

ef•,^••••••• 110.• ••••••••••••••••••

STRAND HAIR COLORING
Choice of 5 natural shades:
Mt Illad—elack—Dark Brown
111111114. Irwin —LIM grown.

tar it at year druuist.

Mystery

i

In other campus activity
this week, the freshman class
'met Monday. followed by a
SILVER SPRINGS, Md. yearbook report meeting on
Sleuths at the Na- Tuesday morning. Wednesday
(UPI)
chapel speaker was
tional Institute of Drycleaning morning
the Rev Brooks Ramsey. passolved the mystery of an odd
tor of Second Baptist Church
color change in a pastor's robe,
on Walnut Grove. A faculty
The dark brown streak acros:
conference was c onducted
the chest of the black rayon Wednesday afternoon.
and acetate robe was caused,
they said, by the fluorescer'
light on the pulpit. They fil!
,
ured a 20-minute sermon every
Sunday would mean 16 hours
of exposure to intense ultraTERMITES-ROACHES
violet light in a year.

PEST

'EXTERMINATING CO:

TOOTHACHE

alb
Mo.

OF SEASON SALE!

Why suffer asonvile minutes get relief thet
iasts with t)RA-JEL. Speed-release fonnelg
puts it to nork quickly to relieve thregbing
toothache p2111. ReCOMM.nded bY many de*
t sts Ask sour
r - f,—,,,st for
..40
‘
."7117""N
•
Geed Nonageeping •
Ora

silku
•
•
121•
gar
env
Bow
5.

-.1 Ell,

O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. IFA 7-6033

•••••
5.

11••••
ANY

•••••
•PIP

BRAIDS 495

OW.
S.
•••
5.

WIGS

5.

5.

SHORTIE

5.

•••

19"
LONG

3495

HANDMADE

49"

5.

FALLS

111

95
LONG BLONDE 59
12" HAIRLON

WIGLETS

ft*
OP
al••
OW
0/1
S

MI*

ALL SHADES 895

5.

5.
5.
,
100,

arn•
OPIP

WE HONOR

EMBARRASSED

CALL

•••

••••

LONG 3895

WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Bonded
cAt.t. Us BEFORE YOU ANN
"WE KILL TO LIVE"

WOW
May
11•16
WO
,

The coronation hall committe
meets at 10 a.m. this Friday,
Oct. 13, to plan activities for
the crowning of "Miss Owen
College."

Solved

• -me

)-

O

Coronation Ball
For 'Miss Owen'
Set For Friday

"!.

new revolving chars*.••
use Catherine's
\
inket
jurnaziLe

MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL IA 6-1450

GIGANTIC
END

ti

MAIL ORDERS: Add 50e
postage pima 4% tax for Teml,
Weasel delivery.

rs. Virgie Yarbrough

_

F'
I(

EXPERT STYLING 350
SAME DAY SERVICE

FIRST NATIONAt

5.

5.
5.

5.

BANKAMERICARD

5.

5.
5.
ifte
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Three Persons Honored
By LeMoyne Faculty
LeMoyne's faculty and staffl Memphians and Miss Meacham
honored three prominent per- is now residing in Eastford,
sons last week. A receptioni Conn.
was given for the chairman of; Praising the contributions of
the college's board of trustees, Mr. Dalstrom were two other
Edwin Dalstrom, and Mrs. trustees of the college, the Rev.
Dalstrom, upon their 60th wed- S. A. Owen and T. R. McLeding anniversity, and a lunch- more. Others saluting him
eon was conducted for a for- were the Elder Blair T. Hunt,
mer librarian of LeMoyne, I the Rev. J. A. McDaniel and
J. A. Beauchamp. Mrs. Hollis
Miss Bessie K. Meacham.
Gifts were presented to the F. Price hosted the affair.
three honorees following brief Mr. Dalstrom's outstanding
ceremonies in the faculty lounge!contributions to the Negro
and dining room of the Alma community include his work
C. Hanson -Memorial Student,with LeMoyne, the Memphis
Center.
'Urban League and the Boy
Mr. and Mrs. Dalstrom are ,Scouts.

Lane's Dean Of Chapel

FIVE CONTESTANTS are
High school. Seated in front
seeking the title of "Miss
are Misses Karen Lewis
Bertrand," for the annual I and Yvonne Mitchell. On
homecoming game and fesBack row, from left, are
tivities of Father Bertrand
Misses Sheila Bell, Patricia

An Exchange Professor

Five Girls Seek Title

The administrative improve- ference. At Lane, he is Dean
ment program calls for two'of Chapel.
Lane interns to spend eight, The visiting scholar portion
weeks at NWU, learning opera- of the exchange calls for twe
tonal procedures and uses of NWU faculty members to teach
dr ta proc(.ssing equipment.
summer school at Lane and
The academic dean will make'one to teach during a regular
two three-day visits to study,semester. The purpose is to
general academic administra- I inject new ideas in teaching
tion, and will coordinate the. of subjects and help
Lane
HIGH FASHIONS were the
Cocktail hour presented by
Dorothy
Love,
1 erdene entire program.
professors upgrade their curri1
highlights of the Second
the Memphis Nursing Alu- n Hearn, Lillian White and
The student exchange calls,
culum.
Annual Fashion Show and
on the show ere from left,
Mrs. Helen Hurst of Gazebo's for four students from each
college to swap colleges for,1
'one semester.
I NWU students spending this
fall at Lane are Marcia Lutes,,
Lincoln, Ray Betka, Beatrice,
Linda Houchin, and Connie
ppler, Shickley.
students at NWU are
The City of Memphis Hospital Virginia Britten= and Mrs.
Barbara Henricks, Little Rock,
Ark., Shirley Davis, Jackson,
School of Nursing Alumnae'Joyce Green.
Tenn.. Rayfield Cabaness, Shelpresented its second Annual Edward Parker,
modeling ,
by. N. C., and Robert Jones,
Fashion Show and Cocktail
male fashions sparkle to make The
Women's
Convention Jackson, Tenn.
Hour, Sunday Oct. 1 at Club
A Lane College faculty memthe show outstanding.
Rosewood.
Auxiliary to the Tennessee
Missionary ber, Rev. Arthur David, is
The vivacious Mrs. Julia
The president. Mrs. Margie Regular
Baptist
Walker narrated the show with Whitney received a specail and Educational Convention, serving as an exchange proFashions from local shops.
bouquet for a job well done. Inc., presented its annual Tea fessor this fall at Nebraska
Other officers of the organi- at the J.L. Campbell School of Wesleyan University, Lincoln,
The Gazebo presented the
casual section narrated by zation
a r e, Miss
Florine Religion at 40 S. Parkway Nebraska.
their fashion coordinator, Mrs. Rainey, vice-president: Mrs. east last Sunday from 4 to 6 Rev. David's term at Nebraska Wesleyan is part of a LaneHurst.
Carolyn B r own, secretary; p.m.
NWU
exchange program beThe crowd was held spell- Mrs. Ozena Glass, correspondA special program was prebound by the beautiful voice ing secretary; Mrs. Marie sented by the youth leaders of ing funded this year with $42,
of Miss Barbara Perry between Moore, treasurer; Mrs. Clara the Convention, and Mrs. Octa- 173 grant from the U.S. Office
Mason. program
scenes.
chairman; via R. King was guest soloist. of Education.
The models were: Mrs. Lil- and Mrs. Doris Walker, pub- In charge of the tea were The Lane-NWU exchange prolian
White, Mrs. Verdene licity chairman.
Mrs. B. Pickens, Mrs. II. gram calls for a four-phase
program of visiting scholars,
Heard, Miss Floyd Jean Noel, Active members are Miss i Carter and Mrs. G. Walker.
Miss Lillian Reynolds, Mrs. Mary Sneed, Mrs. Mary Partee, Mrs. W.B. Brooks is presi- faculty development, student
Dorothy Love. Mrs. M a udie Mrs. Dorothy Barnett and dent of the Women's Conven exchange and administrative
improvement.
Herron, Mrs. Ann Tracy, Mrs. Mrs. Lara Kinchelow.
tion.
Rev. David's year in Lincoln
is part of the faculty development progikam. While there, he
will serve as an assistant
chaplain at Nebraska Wesleyan, work toward an advance
degree in history at the University of Nebraska and serve
the Newman Methodist Church
for the Nebraska Annual ConPloy Every

Local Nurses Present
Annual Fashion Show

Milan and
The winner
be crowned
sion at the
game to be

Shirley Caple.
of the title will
during intermisBertrand-Lester
played on Nov.

Guasco Avenue. and Yvonne
Mitchell, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Mitchell, 4968 Wm.
Arnold Road.
Miss Bertrand, accompanied
by her court, will be crowned
at the half-time intermission
Misses Sheila Bell, daughter at
the
Bertrand-Lester
during
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Bell, 559' game which will be played in
Stephens Place; Shirley Caple, the Melrose Stadium. Nov. 3.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. CE.• A homecoming celebration
Caple, 3181 Alta Road; Karen'consisting of a grand march,
Lewis. daughter of Mr. and the crowning of Miss Bertrand.
Mrs. James Lewis, 1849 Swift and a dance will be held in the
Street; Patricia Milan, daugh-'Bertrand gym the afternoon
ter of Mrs. Delores Milan, 1485 ! preceding the game.

As Homecoming Queen
The contest to select a Miss
Bertrand for the annual home
coming festivites is now in
progress at Father Bertrand
High School, at 1169 Kerr
The five possible candiates
for this honor are senior girls
chosen by their classmates.
The 1967-68 candidates are

Tea Presented
By Women's E
Auxiliary

WINNERS

THANK.YOU FOR YOUR BUSINESS
1966
WE INVITE YOU AND YOUR FRIENDS
1967

:966.Kow..

:".i66:WAR

MADISON CADILLAC
•••••

Inv

1111.
••••..

4101••••
••••

-MO

MOP
VOA
••••••••
•.•

1

2 LOCATIONS
341 UNION AVE.
2577 POPLAR AVE.

526-8207
327-8451

$500 WINNER

Saturday
Night, WMC-TV, Channel
5, 7 to 7:30 P.M.

$500 WINNER

Play Every Saturday
Night, WMC-TV, Channel
5, 7 to 7:30 P.M.

Earl W. Cause
1647 Waverly

$100 WINNER

ItStandard of theWorld

Mrs. BETTY ANN HILL

COUPE DE VILLE

IN MOTORING PLEASURE
-aratioo

DE VILLE CONVERTIBLE

AND OWNER LOYALTY

Wife Joins
Husband
In Germany
Mrs. Betty Ann Hill bade
farewell to members of her
family and trim Is at Memphis
Municipal airport on Friday
Sept 1, as she began a flight
to Europe.
Since that time, she has
joined her husband U.S. Air
Force Lieut. Elbert E. Hill
in Frankfurt, Germany.
Mrs. Hill is the former Miss
Betty Ann Archibald, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Art
bald of 931 Mason st., Mem
phis.
Lieut. Hill is the son of Rev
and Mrs. E. H. Hill of Oklahoma City, Okla.
Lieut. and Mrs. Hill arel
graduates of Tennessee A&I
State University in Nashville.

HARDTOP SEDAN DE VILLE

MADISON CADILLAC

Classified Ad

CIVIR BO CARS IN STOCK TO CHOOSI FROM
27 MONTH WARRANTY

f)01 14
Lirrrot,t4 crintinental 11159. All ,
Ogobiltion. Luxor!
air-cond .
662-3153
Call
car at company prI0O.
or 50 at 1695 Whits Station Road
Mr. White.

Mrs. Bernice Young
473 Resewater Ave.

Mrs. Daisy Bean
2390 Park Ave.

$500 WINNER

Mrs. Dora Richardson
2303 Warren

Always A Winner...

QUALITY STAMPS

•
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SPORTS HORIZON 1Paul

Big Blues Outclassed
By Grambling,26-24

Quinn Defeated

52-0 By Lane Dragons

After five weeks of action,come in with a share of' the
In the Memphis Interscholastic,AAA title with Catholic. The
Athletic
Association
football single A winner
Jenkins
from the Blue Willington
scored line. Curtis Boone snared a 41
season,
Hamilton, Christian
Division will probably lose as four touchdowns last Saturday yard pass from Billie Walton
Brothers, Treadwell and Man- many as three
games. The to lead the Dragons to a 52 in ard carried to the 1 yard line.
assas are the only unbeatens
playoff bert will go to a survi- 0 victory over Paul Quinn col- Quarterback Walton scared on
left in 24-team circuit.
val of the fittest elimination lege. With nine minutes remain- a 1 yard plunge. The conversion
Despite the unmarred records'between Bertrand and Treze- ing in the quarter, halfback, failed, making the score 18 to 0.
of the aforementioned elevens, vant If the Bolts and the Pur- Jenkins. galloped around right Early in the second quarter,
only CBHS appears to have a ple Wave are knocked off too
end 12 yards to score. The try Earl Redd, returned a Paul
clear shot at a city champion- often. mediocre Southside could
Quinn punt 47 yards to the
for the extra point failed.
ship playoff berth in Novem- win the nod to battle the AA
y a rd lime. Jenkins
Three minutes later, Charles seven
ber. The Brothers, rated third victor November 16.
Nelson intercepted a Paul scampered seven yards to
in the state, will be challenged
MIAA RESULTS
to score. The conversion failed,
by Treadwell for one of the Hamilton continued to win Quinn pass. and returned it
screen
yard
line.
A
making the score 24 to 0. With
20
the
Red Division positions from big as Trezevant was handed
the AAA League. The schedule a 33-0 licking, the third shut- pass from Quarterback Alton eight minutes remaining, Felix
favors Treadwell, but should out scffered by Hamilton this Burton to Jenkins, carried Jen- Walton, intercepted a Paul
the Eagles survive until their season. The Wildcats push their kins 20 yards to score. The Quinn pass. The pass from
November 2 meeting
with record to 4-0 as they take on conversion failed, making the quarterback Alton Burton, carried tight end, James Porter,
CBHS the Brothers look like a defe.nse minded Messick Thurs- score 12 to 0.
two, three touchdown favorite. day night of this week at Crump With only four minutes left to the one yard line. Halfback,
In the first quarter, Charles Jackson Logan, plunged one
However, the Eagles could Stadium.
a Paul yard to score. The try for the
get ambushed along the way.
Jones, intercepted
extra point failed, making the
Overton plays Treadwell this Again it was the dangerous
Kid"
The
of "Billy
BO to 0.
'score
week and the Rebels could trio
board.
Stevenson to put any points on the
play the spoilers. CBHS still Richmond. Harry
Early in the third quarter,
figured
has
Douglass
Perhaos
considers the hot and cold and Lee Green who made the it out and is well On the way Jenkins raced 78 yards from
Washington Warriors a stub- Bears miserable. Richmond, after stunning Westside 40-0. the line of scrimmage to score,
born foe. The two high power- quickly establishing himself as Eddie Goins, held in check making the score 36 to 0. With
ed offensive squads lock horns the school's best quarterback in in the losses to Melrose and six minutes remaining in the
history, fired TD passes to
October 26.
Southside, ran wild for four third quarter, and a punting
On the same date the Hamil- Richie Tate and Sam Cole and touchdowns. The swift half- situation
Quinp,
Paul
for
points.
extra
three
ton-Manassas winner will prob- kicked
Brown, rushed the
back
has
scored
seven
of
the
L.
George
ably go on to win the AAA Stevenson, the veteran of the 11 TD's posted by Douglass punter to score a 2 point safety,
crown. The latter league may Hamilton backfield, scored a this season. Coins raced across making the score 38 to 0.
not crown its playoff repre- pair of touchdowns on runs of the goal line on gallops of 15, Later in the fourth quarter,
sentative until the final week of 17 and 20 yards. Green has 55, 30 and 20 yards. Big full- Billie Walton, passed 48 yards
ball
the season, because Manassas come into his own as a
73 yard back Jesse Smith bulled his to Samuel Brookins, for six
year
as
his
carrier
this
and Hamilton have to face
way over the 10 to close out points. Walton ran a conversion
Washington on successive Fri- TD jaunt will attest.
the scoring.
With
back Carver spotted Southside a 7-0 to make the score 46 to 0.
snapped
days the first two weeks in Washington
only moments remaining John
followed
which
two
losses
after
November.
halftime edge but came on Jones, intercepted a Paul Quinn
Hamilton has been the most that opening game 66-6 thrash- strong in the second half to
pass, and raced 55 yards to
impressive team in the AAA ing of Lester to bash Melrose over-power the upset minded
This brought the Dragons
score.
Friendship
Jug.
20-14
for
the
League. On the other hand,'
Scrappers, 26-7. Carver filled
52 to 0.
score
to
Manassas' chances are just The Warriors continue to show the air with passes with Charles
as good as the Wildcats, de- quick striking abiltiy, running Treadwell, Larry Walker, and
spite having to pull out close up a 14-0 lead on touchdowns Larry Stevenson pulling in
victories over Melrose and by Charles Taylor and Ray scoring heaves. Stevenson got
Chapman. Melrose pulled up the final TD on a 16-yard scamMitchell Road.
NEW YORK — (UPI) —
Catholic, going strong again on Norris Chambers' 35 yard per to seal the Scrappers' fate. British players, who face a
Melkept
after that heartbreaking loss gallop, but Chapman
Fred Hamslett, Scrapper defen- year's suspension by the Engweeks ago to CBHS, is the rose in the hole with his second sive end, gave Southside that lish Football Association for
team to beat in AAA. The smash from the one. Larry early lead by rambling 75 playing in the National ProTerriers will likely win their Perkins. the fast developing,yards with an intercepted pass.lfessional Soccer League, will
remaining games with Father Melrose signal caller got the In other action Manassas;he permitted to join
the
Bertrand, November 10 oppon- final score when he romped whipped hapless Lester 32-0 NPSL'S ;18 million anti-trust
paydirt.
ents, the only team given a 40 yards to
on Ray Peters three TD's and suit.
chance of staging a upset Douglass has won twice by another by James Parker on a The NPSL filed suit on Sept.
holding the opposition score- 30-yard pass from Harold Gray,,9 against the English Football
over them.
Should Melrose get by Bert- less and the Red Devils have CBHS. led by Jack Zdance-Association
alleging
British
rand next week and play up to, suffered defeat themselves a wicz, beat Bertrand, 27-0.
I players were being discrimipar, the Golden Wildcats multi like number of times for failure Quinn pass on the seven yard nated against.

OLD FRIENDS MEET —
Richard Bowden, an Assistant U. S. marshal from
WASHINGTON, D.C., met
another Washington last Frianother Washingtonian last
Friday night at the Mel
rose Washington game, and
he is seen shaking hands
with Fred Valentine, right,
the
outfielder for
star
Washington Nationals baseMelrose
ball
team, at

Face Suspension

By EARL S. CLANTON HI touchdown. Wesley Bean kicked
NASHVILLE . . .A determin- the extra point, with 14:14 reGramb- maining in the second period.
ed, not-to-be-denied
Grambling's Roger Williams
ling outclassed Tennessee State
University's football team 26-24 and Tennessee State's tackle
before 8,500 homefoiks under George Carter set up the Big
the lights in the newly reno- Blues second score. Williams,
vated W. J. Hale Stadium last in trying to field a Dickey
Saturday night.
punt, muffed the ball and CarCoach Eddie Robinson's Lou- ter recovered it on Grambling's
isiana Tigers grabbed their 30. Seven plays later, Dickey
two-point lead with 2:17 left hit Reese with a four-yarcler
in the game on Jim Harris 18 to give State a 14-7 margin
aerial to with 7:53 to play in the half.
touchdown
yard
Charlie Joiner and then held
Aided by 45 yards in consecuon to the victory on Hilton,tive penalities, Grambling manCrawford's last minute inter- aged a 95-yard, 8-play scoring
ception of Eldridge Dickey's drive as Harris hit Atkins
pass which allowed Grambling with another 28-yard scoring
to run out the clock.
pass that knotted the score
before
In successive weeks, Coach 14-all 5 7
s e conds
John A. Merritt's opponents intermission.
have used that stalling tactic Neither team scored in the
to hand Coach Merritt two third stanza, but Meneese openof his three defeats against ed the fourth period with a
one win this season.
40-yard field goal to cap a
"This is a most unusual stalled 80-yard march to hand
year, and we can't win for Coach Merritt a 17-14 margin
stadium. Mr. Bowden Is a losing," Coach Merritt confided which he maiietained for a little
graduate of Douglas High after the game. "The penalties over four minutes until GrambSCHOOL, AND Mr. Valetine hurt us (143 to 44) because ling's Essex Johnson crashed
an alumnus of Booker T. with them we are beating our- over from the one capping a
Washington High school. selves and that is just what 67-yard drive with 9:42 left in
Mr. Valentine has been with
we've done in our last two the game.
the major league for five ball games.
The Big Blue got their finyears, and with the Na"We knew that Granbling al chance to ice the game
tionals for three years. He had a very fine ball club," when they drove 46 yards aided
is the son of Mr. and Merritt analyzed, "and we knew by four consecutive penalties
Mrs. Peter Valentine of they could pass, but our pass in seven plays with Dickey
485 Brooks rd.
defense completely fell apart." scoring from the one on a keepLeading scorer and ground er with 5:15 remaining.
gainer, Wayne Reese opened Out-dueling the dazzling Dickthe game's scoring by capping ey. Grambling kept its season
a 40-yard, eight play drive record perfect at 4-0 by driving
by taking a 5 yard pitchout 70 y *TIN in six plays for the
for the Big Blues' score with game's final score. Harris kept
a
alive
with
1:25 left in the first period. the
d r ive
Roy Meneese kicked the first key 47 yard pass to his end
of three extra points to run Joiner who also .caught the
his string to nine for the year. winning touchdown.
SUMMARY
Grambling countered by driving 75 yards in six plays as , Score by quarters Grambling
Bob Atkins took quarterback !0-14-0-12 Tennessee State: 7-7Harris' 26 yard aerial for the 0-10.

Hodges Awaits Mets Talk

Youngsters from the Goodwill Home were entertained
last week at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Sengstacke of 1634 S. Parkway.
A group gif civic-minded

matrons gave the kids a
chance to escape the boredum of being institutionalized with the fun of games
and dancing.
t Photo by Continental)

Shriver Rumore
Ready To Quit
Poverty Post

William B. Ingram, Jr.

MAYOR

INGRAM

THANKS THE CITY OF MEMPHIS VOTERS for taking such a positive stand
and confidence in the Mayor - In representing
ALL OF THE PEOPLE
Nov. 2, 1967 Bring the people out, and get
do
another
job
to
have
We
them to vote. In order to keep Effective Representation and Confidence
in a man who knows his job

VOTE FOR
MAYOR WILLIAM B.

INGRAM, JR.
NOVEMBER 2,1967

WASHINGTON — The most; It would mean also a final
intriguing story here is the severance of the accommodaspeculation over R. Sargent tion between President Johnson
Shriver's probable resignation and the Kennedys.
as director of the Office of Only last Sunday. Shrives
Economic Opportunity.
emphatically denied in a televised interview that he has
This has been rumored for discussed resigning with
Mr.
months, but with the announce- Johnson. Just as a matter
of
ment by the Democratic Nation- routine, he said his
formal
al Committee that Chicago will resignation remains on
the desk
be the site of the 1968 conven- of the President along
with
tion, the Shrives report takes other top
Administration offion added significance. Accord- cials. He may not
be talking to
ing to sources close to him, the Chief
Executive about quitSen. Robert Kennedy, his broth- ting, but
within the Kennedy
er-in-law, wants Shrives to
circle, it is very much discus
leave now as have nearly all
sed. Aides of the senator keep
of the persons in government
special charts on the pulse of
who were close to the late Presithe nation. Of especial interest
dent John F. Kennedy. The
are the polls on the Johnson
most recent departure is Paul
Southwick, assistant to the ladministration's conduct of the
war and his standing on domesSecretary of Commerce for
tic affairs. No seasoned politico
Congressional Relations.
gives any real credence to the
The reports say that Shriver spate of rumors that Lyndon
will wait until the new appro- Johnson will not seek the nomipriations for 0E0 have been nation for a second term.
approved and then bow out. At
present, the agency is under
withering fire from congressional critics on both sides of
the aisle. The prediction is: because it is so late in the session. Congress will approve a
simple extension of the Act and
then resume the dissection of
0E0 in the Spring of 1968.
Shriver is a native of Maryland, but his political roots are
in Illinois where he was president of the Chicago Board of
Education for several years. He
has a national image to help
him should he decide to run for
public office from here. His
leaving the Johnson Administration raises the question as to
how this fits into the plans and
ambitions of Robert Kennedy.

NEW YORK —(UPI) —Gil Mets permission Monday to talk
Hodges reserved decision about about the job offer with Hodges.
accepting the job as manager who played with the club and
of the New York Mets until he was a local hero as first basehad an opportunity to discuss man for the Brooklyn Dodgers.
all phases of the position with
"I'm happy in Washington,"
the National League club.
Hodges rushed to admit from
"This would be a fine opporhis Brooklyn home. "The Senatunity for me to be with my
tors are a wonderful organifamily," said the popular Hodzation from top to bottom and
ges, who still has a year to go
the club has been improving.
on his contract with the Washington Senators. "I'll talk to "I'll find out what the Mets
the Mets and then make a have to offer and then make
my decision. I don't want to
final decision.
speculate about myy answer
The Senators had given the at this moment."

OMEGA FOUNDERS —
Dr. Oscar Cooper, left, a
practicing physician in Philadelphia, a nd
Bi shop
Edgar A. Love, retired
prelate of the Methodist
church, two of the remaining four founders of Omega
Psi Phi Fraternity, made
an historic appearance at a
fraternity banquet in Philadelphia sponsored recently
by the Mu Omega chapter,
and were lionized by some
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why more people drink Seagra
Seagrams' V.O.Canadian than any
other brand of imported whisky.
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250 Omega men. Memorialized were the other two
late founders, Dr. Ernest
Just, internationally famous
zoologist, and Dr. Frank
Coleman, head of the department of physics at
Howard university, where
*e fraternity was founded
in 1811. Today the frater.
!pity has some 35,008 members throughout the United
States.
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ENDS \SEGREGATION

Alexander Urging Other
Unions To Follow Molders
WASHINGTON, D.C.
—
Chairman Clifford L. Alexander, Jr., of the Equal Em•
ployment Opportunity Corn•
mission, has cited the action
of the International Molders.
and Allied Workers Union
(AFL-CIO in ending segregation throughout its ranks,
as an example which should
be followed by the few remaining international unions
with segregated locals.
The Molders International
merged the last eight of its
segregated locals, six of
which were in Alabama and
two in Virginia.
EEOC, in seeking compliance with Title VII of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964, worked with one of the union s
segregated locals in Holt,
Alabama. Title VII bans employment discrimination in
unions with 50 or more members or those with a wing
hall.
General President William
A. L,azzerini of the 109-yearMolders' International
old
ordered the eight locals in
Holt. Mobile and Anniston,
Alabama, and in Richmond,
Virginia, to surrender their
old charters for four new
charters following the Molders' Executive Board decision
to merge its meeting last
February.
The mergers affect 3,500
workers in Alabama, 2,500 of
whom are Negroes. About
200 workers are affected in
Virginia.
Under the union's ne
policy, seniority lines have
been merged, officers in the
new locals are elected on an

integrated biles, whites and
Negroes are no longer assigned to "traditional" jobs. Men
from the single, plant-wide
locals are assigned without
regard to color and there
will be new opportunities for
transfer and promotion within the plant which is expected
to benefit both Negro and
white members.
The Molders' International
directed the merger in accordance with AFL-CIO conven-

tion policies of 1959 and 1963, '
which ruled that no morc
segregated loca I charters
could be issued and that none
of the 129 internationals could
include a color ban in its
constitution.
Members of the Molders'
union are skilled workers in
the cast metals industry. In
Alabama and Virginia their
wage rates run from $6.000
to 910,000 a year, often on a
piecework or incentive basis.

INTEGRATION CHUCKLE
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Would you believe it? Velvet, the same luxurious rich depth,
the luxury fabric, once confiner' the same brilliant colors, and
to royalty, once considere the same glistening surface
perishable, once so expensive that adds a royal look to every
that only the chosen few could woman's appearnce.
afford it is NOW not only ma- You will find "magicvel"
chine-washable and machin,N this year in precious party]
dryable, but it has also been. dresses for children and in!
scientifically loomed at an un- elegant gowns for leisure.
believable budget price.
Later it will be available
Now, you can afford every'for more ready-to-wear develvet fashion you've ever signers, h o m e-seamstresses,
yearned for without worry and individual dressmakers.
about upkeep.
' A weaver in Connecticut —
.Wimpfheimer — is responsible WIGS WHOLESALE
,or this innovation, and deservS19.95
es trophies for ingeniously per100% HUMAN HAIR
fecting the
wash-and-tumble
EVERYONE INVITED
dry process, preserving the
DISCOUNT WIG CO.
sumptuousness of the fabric. 933 South 3rd
Till.: 948-6639
Called -magicvel," it has

q2.1165•••""--ens.-
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FORMER neavyweight cnampion Jack Dempsey (right)
shows another heavyweight, 23 year old Tony Doyle, of
Draper, Utah, bow to use his left at Dempsey's New
restaurant. Doyle is slated to fight Joe Frazier, No. 1
contender for Muhammad All's heavyweight crown, on Oct.
17. TPI5

-wise
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DOES TOTAL INTEGRATION INCLUDE SHARKS ?

I'll write at least once a week, Mama.
be any worse.

WASHINGTON — A woman
social service and civil rights
organization official, Yvonne
Lanier, 27, has filed suit here
against the use of the- riotquelling weapon called Chemical Mace. She claims her
face still bears scars from its
use by a policeman at close
range.
In several other cities
throughout the nation, the
NAACP and other civil rights
organizations have instituted
actions against the use of
such chemicals. The chemical
when tised during a riot or
other disturbance is said to
be harmless, paralyzing its
victim for just 20 minutes.
The incident involving Miss
Lanier occurred Sept. 15
when Miss Lanier was arrested on charges of assaulting
a police officer in her apartment parking lot in Washington, D.C.
Miss Lanier's story of the
arrest differs from that of
metropolitan police who declared after an investigation
by Eleventh Precinct Captain
Owen W. Davis that use of
the chemical mace was justifiable. Police have been using it here since early August.
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Phosphor

gives

trigirter Superbrite Tub*

Oct.

7 Olo Miss vs. Alabama
Oct. 14 Tannesm vs.
Georg's' Tech
Oct. 21 Arkansas vs. Testes

* NFL Pre Cosmos
AIL Pr* flames
• World forlos

N•v. 4 M•rnphis Stest• vs.
Florida St.

Nov. 23 Oklahoma vs. N•brasks
Nov. 15 Arkansas vs. Texas Tecla
Nov. 25 Washington vs.
Wash. Stet*
D•c.

2 Army vs. Navy

Dec.

9 Merida vs. Miami

..)
KY WONDER

Pole Beans

• Al? Bowl Games
• Oolf T
masts
• Now Fall TV Shows

19C

Extra-Thrifty Groceries!

MEDDRAND PEACHES

r

SPECIAL LABEL

QUART
JAR

America's First Choice In Color TV

ACEApNAKE co.

49c

Phone 396-0995

LAMAR

ins Thome.

(w,,5

)

Phone 351-4385

2574 Samar

Phone 324-611G

c-

(

.1

Chili with Beans
SUPER RIGHT

L

15 2 -01 A9c
CANS

Cake Mixes

Anti-Freeze

1100

& COOLANT

$1 39
GALLON
CAN

Prestone sl" Gal

K1NKLI

FRAYSER

iLoba, 98c

KRAFT

MARVEL

9 OZ BOX

Phone
for
QUICK
Delivery!

Coos
113L:z $1
"

CHARM

4 VARIETIES

SHOP ONE OF THESE TWO FRIENDLY A&P'S

1500 S. Lauderdale

9
6

Velveeta Cheese

ocic

10-01
JAR 7/

Salad Dressing

GH 672
22,DIAGONAL TUBE
295 SQ. IN. AREA

Hwy. SI Se.

3

A&P Instant Coffee

ANN PAGE

4255

2,.39c

Grapes

Lb

IRREGULAR ELBERTA
FREESTONE PIECES

RCA Solid Integrated Circuits
Antiques! Colonial Maple,
Superbrit• HI•lito Picture Tube
Tint controls •ro color keyed

WHITEHAVEN

TOKAY

••

23" Early AmeriLan Color Console

Phone 324-4406

NZ r

SWEET POTATOES

Nov. 11 Georgia vs. Florida
Nov. IS UCLA vs. Southern Cal

HANN

3431 Summer

25c

!SAVE 40

c EA )

Fruits and Vegetable

WATCH NOW-PAY LATER!
NO MONEY DOWN! NO PAYMENT 'til NEXT YEAR

EAST

r'Brown & Serve Rolls

35

[SAVE 4c

unsurpassed

39

YOUR CHOICE

-} Spanish Bar Cake

Color Purifier "cancels'

S•pst. 16 SMU vs. Texas A&M
Siset. 23 Miami vs. Northwestern
Sept. 30 Maryland vs. Oklahoma

I

25'

Pork koin 1W

Lb

"Ills *ASTMS VPICr

See These NCAA Football Games
In Exciting Color:

•
•
•
•

1/4

isAvE up TO 20c1

Color-Quick Tuning

• Romp-earth

Plus

29c1

Or Pineapple Pie

mognetion

vsS0sSr..

Classifieds
Mckson 6-8397

Peach

• Noturol wolfs,' finish

height's-0es
• New 34%

NONE SOLD
TO DEALERS

Jane Parker Baked Foods!

With RCA Hi-Lite Picture Tube,the newest
advance in color TV!Brighter picture!

• Simplified

Chickens
NO LIMIT

Neck Bones

Oct. 24 Notre Dom• vs.
Michigan State

WONDER
WHERE
TO FIB

Frying

Lean & Meaty I IC

23" RECTANGULAR COLOR TV
RCA

that it sure can't

,The store that cares...about you!

Cut -Up
( Or Split ...Lb.

•

just remember

wawa.

Riot Chemical

Suit Is Filed

And

413 N. Cleveland
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Nearly SO per cent of the
city's registered voters turn-

ed out last week to cast
their votes. Pictuied here

here is a Ilse of voters that
extended nearly two blocks

The past election was one full of first. It was the
first time a Negro ran for Mayor in the history of
the city. Those people — whites as well as Negroes —
who once thought they could predicf what the Negro
population would do, such as bloc voting, found they
were wrong. The next mayor of Memphis will have
more power than any mayor before him. Never have
we had such a great number of voters in the city.
The new city government will also be a first. Out of
all the first one thing remains the same — election
day.
Liquor stores were closed. Signs for the various
candidates clutter the sidewalks near the polls.
Campaign workers for various candidates still try to

Five year old, Marvin Davi s, is the youngest
campaigner in the Fred Davis For District 4
Councilman camp. The way Marvin puts it his
favorite candidate is the best man for any job.
By the way, Marvin is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Davis. (Photo by Continental)

ELECTION DAY
MADNESS

at Corry Jr. High School.
(Continental Photo)

convince the voter, at the last minute to come over
to their way of thinking.
Bandwagons, loud speakers, and hand shakers
all go into making election day one of the most exciting days on the city's calendar.
The excitement isn't over after the polls close,
there's the job of counting the votes, which is about
the most confusing time of an election day. If you
are the type of person w h o watches television or
listens radio for the returns, you know what we mean.
On one station you'll find your candidate in first
place, on another he might be in third and still on
another he's not in the race at all. If you don't believe us just wait until November 2.

•
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On She Willis For Mayor
bandwagon were many es-

thnsiast youngsters
The
truck equined with a live

hand headed a motorcade
that loured Inc efty's pre-

dominantly Negro precis's.
(Photo ity Continental)

Candidate for re-election, Mayor William B. Ingram, Jr. pictured here as he arrives at his
campaign headquarters after it was announced
that he would be in the Nov. 2, run-off
opposing
former mayor Henry Loeb. (Photo by Continental.)

